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Electronic revolution has transformed the constitution of knowledge .Our capabililics ol 
both generating and collecting data have been increasing rapidly in the lasi so\ci;il 
decades .The advent of INTERNET specially the popular use of World Wide Web lias 
led to globalization that promises increased global prosperity by providing an eas\ 
medium for sharing of knowledge. This in turn has flooded us with tremendous amount 
of data. This explosive growth in stored data has generated an urgent need for new-
techniques and automated tools that can intelligently assist us in transforming the vast 
amount of data in useful information and knowledge. 
Any scientific work can only be defined by formulating questions that we want to 
answer. But in order to formulate these questions we need concepts by which we hope to 
get hold of phenomena. These concepts are usually taken from the past history of the 
concerned sciences. Hence this dissertation explores a perspective on statistical 
techniques (along with their historical development) that are utilized with the Data 
mining techniques in World Wide Web Exploration Process. 
Chapter 1; Statistical Viewpoint: 
The task of this chapter is to provide a perspective on statistical techniques applicable to 
Data Mining and World Wide Web mining process. Some major advances in statistics in 
last few decades. We next highlight some distinctions of 'statistical viewpoint' for data 
mining and finally we overview some influential classical and modern statistical methods 
for practical model induction. 
Chapter 2;Data Mining Concepts and Techniques: 
It presents concepts and techniques of data mining. It gives different viewpoints on the 
need for mining data. It also describes different tasks associated with Data Mining and 
their applications. 
Chapter3: Introduction to Web Mining: 
It gives a general idea about mining World Wide Web and the two main techniques used 
while mining the web that are Web content mining and Web usage mining. 
Chapter4; Web Usage Mining: 
It gives details about different techniques (with emphasis on statistical approach) utilized 
in web usage mining and what are the further explorations possible in the field of web 
usage mining techniques utilizing Statistics. 
ChantcrS; Web Content Mining: 
It briefly reviews the classical content based information retrieval techniques .It describes 
tools used in mining the content of web with emphasis on statistical viewpoint It also 
describes what are the further possibilities to improve upon the techniques using 
stochastic techniques. 
Appendix A; Introduction to XLMINER: 
Here the description of a recently released software XLMINER an add on to 
Microsoft's Excel is given.The description is based on the proposed framework and the 
experimental results on real world US census data of Boston Housing society are 
presented to illustrate some of it's applications. 
Appendix B; Some important algorithms for data mining techniques. 
The main idea behind this dissertation work is to identify problem areas in Mining World 
Wide Web where Statistical techniques can be incorporated along with the Data mining 
tasks for better and efficient results. Statistics provides intellectual glue underlying the 
efforts by providing the background for the fast reliable and robust algorithms involved. 
With advances in computing power the character of research is changing in Operations 
Research and statistics. Simulation, machine learning, statistical pattern recognition, 
optimization software development are replacing the traditional methods. Statistics 
encompasses the Data mining methods that are model based and ideal for small data sets. 
Statistical methods for building global models in data mining such as Jackknife, 
projection pursuit, bootstrap and decision trees, described as neostatistical methods have 
Data mining flavour and are close to statistical reasoning. 
Statistical methodology aims at explaining the observed data through appropriate 
stochastic models and uses the knowledge so gained to predict future events. While Data 
mining concentrates on prediction , bypassing the issue of stochastic process behind the 
data. I believe that statisticians and datamniers can profit by studying each other's 
method and using judiciously choose combination of them. 
The promises and opportunities of data mining are obvious and commercial organizations 
have not been slow to react to this. Data mining is not universal panacea and ii is not 
without it's problems and difficulties. In particular while searching for patterns ii i.s 
necessary to consider how many of those discovered are real, how to make valid 
probability statements about them. Beyond all this, however lie the veiy real 
contributions that statisticians can make. There are real opportunities to make major 
advances in tackling genuinely important problems. 
-1 
A Statistical Perspective on Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery in 
Databases 
The quest to find models usefially characterizing data is a process central to the scientific 
method, and has been carried out on many fronts. Researchers from an expanding number 
of fields have designed algorithms to discover rules or equations that capture key 
relationships between variables in a database. 
The task of this chapter is to provide a perspective on stafistical techniques applicable to 
Data mining; accordingly, some major advances in statistics in the last few decades are 
reviewed. Some disfinctive of what may be called a "statisfical viewpoint" practical 
model induction are overviewed. 
1.1 Recent Statistical Contributions 
It would be unfortunate if the Data Mining community dismissed statistical methods on 
the basis of courses that they took on statistics several to many years ago. The following 
provides a rough chronolog)' of "recent" significant contribufions in statistics that are 
relevant to the Data mining community 
1.1.1 The 1960s 
This was the era of robust and resistant statistical methods. Following ideas of G. E. P. 
Box and J. W. Tiikey.Huber (1964)and Hampel (1974) formalized the notion that the 
usual estimators of location and regression coefficients were very sensitive to "outliers," 
"leverage values," and otherwise imreasonably small amounts of contamination. Key 
concepts are the 
• Influence fiinction of Hampel (essentially the derivative of an estimator with 
respect to the data) 
• M-estimators of Huber, so-called because they generalize maximum likelihood 
estimators (which require a probability distribution) to a closely related class of 
estimating equations 
• Diagnostics, where implicit down weighting of observations afforded by robust 
estimators is replaced by empirical derivatives that quantify the effects of small 
changes in the data on important aspects of regression-like models (see for 
example, Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch,1980) 
The theory supporting these ideas is elegant and important as it unifies many seemingly 
unrelated concepts (e.g. trimmed means and medians) and more so because it reflects the 
realism that data does not usually obey assumptions as required by (mathematical) 
theorenis. Thus the robustness era freed statisticians of the shackles of narrow models 
depending on unrealistic assumptions (e.g. normality). 
The only downside of the era was that too much effort was placed on deriving new 
estimators that deviated only slightly from each other both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. What was needed instead was the leadership and direction in using these 
methods in practice and dealing with the plethora of alternatives available. Partly because 
of this misguided effort, many of the techniques of the era never made it into commercial 
software and therefore never made it into the mainstream of methods used by 
nonstatisticians 
1.1.2 The Early 1970s 
The term exploratory data analysis (EDA) characterizes the notion that statistical insights 
and modeling are driven by data. Mosteller and Tukey, 1977 reinforced these notions in 
the early 70's using a battery of ultra-simple methods 
A key notion in this era characterized statistical modeling as decomposing the data into 
structure and noise, data = fit + residual and then examining residuals to identify and 
move additional structure into the fit. The fitting process would then be repeated and 
followed by subsequent residual analyses. 
Graphical methods enjoyed a renaissance during this period as statisticians (re-) 
discovered that nothing outperforms human visual capabilities in pattern recognition. 
Specifically, statistical tests and models focus on expected values, and in many cases, it is 
the unexpected that upsets or invalidates a model (e.g., outliers ) Tukey argued that 
(good) graphical methods should allow unexpected values to present themselves-oncc 
highlighted, models can be expanded or changed to account for them 
1.1.2 The Late 1970s 
In the late 70's, two review papers and one book elegantly captured the essence of 
numerous prior publications. The first of these, 
Generalized Linear Models (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1974; McCullagh and Ncldcr, 
1989) extended the usual normal theory linear model to a much wider class of models 
that included probability models other than the normal distribution, and structural models 
that were nonlinear. 
The second major review paper is well known outside of statistics as the EM Algorithm 
(Dempster, Laird, and Rubin, 1977). This paper neatly pulled together numerous ways of 
solving estimation problems with incomplete data. But the beauty of their general 
treatment was to instill the concept that even if data are complete, it is often useful to 
treat it as a missing value problem for computational purpose. Bishop, Fienberg, and 
Holland (1975) pulled this material together into the class of log linear models. The 
associated theory allowed researchers to draw analogies to models for continuous data 
(for example, analysis of variance ideas) and further provided computational strategies 
for estimation and hypothesis testing. It is also noteworthy that this work anticipated 
current work in so-called graphical models, a subset of the class of log linear models for 
nominal data. 
1.1.4 The Early 1980s 
Resampling methods had been around since the late 1950s under the moniker y«f^ /:/7//c', 
so-named by Tukey because it was a "trusty general purpose tool" for eliminating low-
order bias from an estimator (Schreuder, 1986). The essence of the procedure lo replace 
the original n observations by n or more (possibly) correlated estimates of the quantity of 
interest (called pseudovalues). Systematically leaving out one or more observations and 
recomputing the estimator obtain these. More precisely if 9 is the parameter of interest, 
the ith pseudo value is defined by 
Pi= n0'aii where the last quantity is the estimator 9' based on leaving out the ith subset (of 
size k). The jackknife estimate of 0 is the arithmetic mean of the pseudovalues, P'=EPi/n. 
While the jackknife was originally proposed as a bias reduction tool, it was quickly 
recognized that the ordinary standard deviation of the pseudo values provides an honest 
estimate of the error in the estimate. 
Thus an empirical means of deriving a measure of uncertainty for virtually any statistical 
estimator was available and systematically sampling without replacement from the data at 
This led EFRON (1979) to generalize the concept to repeated sampling with replacement, 
the so-called bootstrap (since it allowed one to "pick oneself up by the bootstraps" in 
constructing a confidence interval or standard error). This seemingly trivial insight 
opened the veritable flood gates for comprehensive analytic study and understanding of 
resampling methods; The focus on estimating precision of estimators rather than bias 
removal coupled with the advance of computing resources, allowed standard errors of 
highly nonlinear estimators to be routinely considered Unfortunately, as with robustness, 
the bulk of the research effort was directed at theoretical study of resampling ideas in 
what Data Mining researchers would regard as uninteresting situations. 
1.1.5 The Late 1980s 
One might characterize classical statistical methods as being "globally" linear. Nonlinear 
relationships could only be modeled by specifically including the appropriate nonlinear 
terms in the model, e.g. Xj^  or log Xj Cleveland (1979) helped seed the notion that globally 
linear procedures could be replaced with locally linear ones by employing scatter plot 
smoothers in interesting ways. A scatter plot smoother s(x) is a data-dependent curve 
defined point wise over the range of x. For example, the moving average smoother is 
defined at each unique x, as the mean y(x) = Zyi / k of the k (symmetric) nearest 
neighbors of x The ordered sequence of these point wise estimates traces out a "smooth" 
curve through the scatter of (x, y) points. Moreover, this nonlinearity could be tamed 
while simultaneously reducing bias caused by end-effects, by enforcing "local" linearity 
in the smoothing procedure (as opposed to local constants as provided by moving 
averages or medians 
This notion has been applied now in many contexts (e.g. regression, classification, 
discrimination) and across many "error" distributions (e.g. the generalized additive model 
of Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990) While this work reduced the emphasis on strict linearity 
of the explanatory variables in such models, it did not ameliorate the need for having 
previously identified the relevant variables to begin with. 
1.1.6 The Early 1990s 
Friedman and Tukey (1974) pioneered the notion of allowing a model to adapt even more 
nonlinearly by letting the data determine the interesting structure present with "projection 
pursuit" methods (Section 1.4.3). These are less restrictive than related nonlinear methods 
such as neural networks (Sectio 1.4.4), supposing a model of the form 
\i{ y/x ) = Z gk Z Xj Pjk where both the regression coefficients Pjk and the sqiiashini^ 
functions gi^{ )arc unknown. 
Important algorithmic developments and theory resulted from these models oven iliougli 
they failed to achieve widespread use within the statistics community, i'art ol' liic reason 
was that these models were regai-dcd as /oo llexiblc in the sense that aibilraril)' complex 
functions could be provably recovered (with big enough K). The community instead 
retreated back to additive models that had limited flexibility but afforded much greater 
interpretability. Indeed, interpretability was the focus of much of the work in this area as 
alternative formulations of the locally linear model were derived, e.g., penalized 
likelihood and Bayesian formulations. 
1.1.7 Beyond 1990s 
The above mentioned methods have helped to nudge the community's focus from model 
estimation to model selection .For modern methods modeling search is over structure 
space as well as over parameter space .Thousands of candidate structures are considered 
in a modeling run, wide variety of models with different structures score equally well. 
Researchers are now explicitly blending the outputs from several viable models to obtain 
estimates with reduced variance and better accuracy. Such techniques are especially 
promising when the models being merged are from completely different families (for 
example, trees, polynomials, kernels, and splines), and if the local influence of each is a 
function of its estimated accuracy in that region of design. 
1.2 Distinctiveness of a statistical viewpoint 
1.2.1 Interpretability 
Statisticians are interested in interpreting their models and may sacrifice some 
performance to be able to extract meaning from the model.. If the accuracy is acceptable 
they reason that a model can be decomposed into revealing parts which is very useful 
during early stages of investigation and design cycle. 
1.2.2 Borrowing Strength 
It is often the case in statistical problems that inferences are desired but Data is sparse. 
Consider an example from retail marketing. An SKU (stock keeping unit) is a unique 
label assigned lo a retail product, for example, men's size 12 blue socks. Predictions of 
SKUs arc required at a store level in a large chain of department stores to build up 
sufficient inventory for promotions and seasonal demand or other "predictable" events. 
The problem is that detailed historical data on individual SKU sales at each and every 
store in the chain is not available for example; it may be that no men's size 12 blue socks 
sold in the Florida store since last November. The concept of borrowing strength allows 
us to build forecasts at the site-SKU level by exploiting hierarchies in the problem 
possibly in more ways than one. By aggregating across stores, sufficient information is 
available to build a site-independent prediction for each SKU this prediction can be used 
to add stability to predictions of SKUs 
Hierarchical models" have their origins in empirical Bayes models, so called because 
inferences are not truly Bayesian, as maximum likelihood estimates are used in place of 
"hyper parameters" (the parameters in prior distributions) at the highest levels of the 
hierarchy where data is most numerous. This typically results in estimates of the form 
Yi =ayi'+(l-a)y' where yi" is the estimate specific to the ith level of the hierarchy and 
y' to that of its parent (where data is more abundant). The mixing parameter aj captures 
the similarity of the individual estimate to its parent relative to the tightness of the 
distribution of the yi's. 
1.3 Some Statistical Methods frequently used in Data Mining: 
In this section some of the classical and more recent methods that are used in Data 
Mining and knowledge discovery problems discussed. Here interest centers on a single 
response variable, y, and a collection of predictors, X=(xl, x2, -—xj). Statisticians have 
been devising new estimation methods (e.g., M estimates) and models (e.g.. additive 
models) to exploit the less restricted formulation. 
We need models that scale up to real data, which due to it is size and complexity (e.g.. 
missing values) beguiles all but the simplest of analysis. Below classical linear methods 
and non-parametric techniques are discussed. 
1.3.1 Linear Models 
It is the classical model for prediction, classification, linear regression and linear 
discriminant analysis .The term linear pertains to the fact that the regression or 
classification surface is a plane surface. The flexibility and straightforward computation 
involved in linear regression leads to its wide use within other techniques. 
The models are also linear in a second important respect; namely that the estimated 
parameters in the model are linear in the response variable, y. For example, in the usual 
linear regression model. 
P j - Z CijYi 
This type of linearity enables an exact sampling theory for estimated model parameters, 
unless the Xy were selected during the course of the analysis (in which case a hard to 
untangle non linearity 
1.3.2 Nonparametric Methods 
Linear models are parametric methods; they replace sample data with 
a model representing a global "consensus" of the pattern the data represents to the degree 
to which the patterns can be captured by the particular building blocks used; typically, 
lines or quadratic curves). 
hstead, Nonparametric, "model-free or "codebook" methods keep the data around and 
refer to it when estimating the response or the class of a new point. The simplest such 
method is nearest neighbors, which returns the response of the closest known point (as 
measure'ci in the input-variable, or design, space according to some distance metric, e.g., 
Euclidean), the resulting estimation surface or discrimination boundaries are thus 
extremely responsive to local variations. To smooth these somewhat, the data set can be 
pared of imusual points, or the responses of the nearest /< neighbors can be averaged. 
This simple method is often quite competitive in performance and asymptotically, as the 
data. Density increase, results in no worse than twice the Bayes optimal error. 
Still when intelligently selecting variables to reduce the dimensionality to where samples 
can reasonably densely populate predictor space, these simple methods can work very 
well, often outperforming parametric methods. 
1.3.3 Projection Pursuit 
In low dimensions, the human ability to recognize patterns is unlikely to be matched by 
automata. Straightforward visual examination of data using histograms, scatter plots, and 
rotating 3-D plots, can often reveal structure which is missed by automated induction 
algorithms (Elderl993). Under the "grand tour" strategy (Asimov 1985) the data is 
rotated smoothly through all (or most) 2-D views, allowing one to discover interesting 
perspectives. However, the number of different views explodes exponentially with 
dimension, limiting such visual coverage methods to problems with a moderate number 
of candidate predictor variables. Accordingly, statisticians have sought to quantify 
measures of "interestingness" which can be optimized by the computer to identify 
revealing views in high-D. 
In a procedure known as Exploratory Projection Pursuit (Friedman and Tukey, 1974), one 
searches for 1-D projections that maximally deviate from normality, robustly smoothes 
the data along that projection, and subtracts the smooth from the response. This process is 
repeated, projection by projection, until the error reduction cannot justify the added 
complexity. The anti-normal projection index is a reasonable one to employ since, 
regardless of the true density, most random projections of high-D data are normal 
(Diaconis and Freedman, 1984). Other exploratory projection indices are designed to 
seek holes or clusters. 
Projection Pursuit Regression (Friedman and Stuetzlc, 1981) utilizes a maximal 
correlation index while maximal class separation is used for building a classifier. 
However, it is very difficult to capture "interestingness" in a single crilction; .structure 
which would be obvious to an analyst can be missed (see, e.g., Elder 1994). Even if a 
particular quality could be well-quantified in an index, an analyst employing visualization 
has the variety of patterns encountered without explicitly choosing them as a goal 
beforehand. This weakness is shared by all automated modeling techniques to varying 
degrees, so to maximize performance; the auto- mated search for structure in high-D 
space must be complemented by visualization of the lower-D manifolds discovered. (In 
practice therefore, techniques producing models with interpretable components have the 
additional advantage of speeding up the "design cycle" or entire iterative process of 
model development.) 
1.3.4 Neural Networks: 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a useful class of models consisting of layers of 
nodes, each implementing a linearly weighted sum of its inputs with an adjustable 
sigmoidal (S-shaped) output transformation as the bounded squashing function. The 
outputs of every node on a layer feed into each node on subsequent layers as their inputs. 
With the backpropagation weight adjustment procedure cases are fed through one at a 
time, and errors are used to adjust the weights of the final output node to a degree 
proportional to their contribution (magnitude). Then, weights for nodes that feed into it 
are similarly adjusted, and so forth, back to the first layer. Initial weights are typically set 
randomly. 
Statisticians have been suspicious of ANNs due to their overzealous promotion, but also 
because they appear so over-parameterized, and the weight adjustment procedure is a 
local gradient method, (missing global optima), sequential (allowing early cases to have 
too much influence), and interminable (leading to a crude type of regularization wherein 
moderating the runtime becomes the principle way to avoid over fit). However, these 
weaknesses cancel somewhat, as the slow, local search doesn't allow the excess of 
parameters to be overfit easily. It can also be noted that the true degrees of freedom 
employed by an ANN are usually fewer than at first glance. The danger of overfit can 
depend on the training duration. Since many random node weights lead to essentially 
linear functions (nodes operating in either the middle or an extreme of the sigmoid) and 
such linear functions are absorbed by subsequent layers. Only as nodes get pushed into 
the curved part of the sigmoid during training do many parameters become active. (This 
may explain the common observation that the performance of an ANN on a problem is 
often surprisingly robust with respect to changes in its network structure.) 
1.3.5. Decision Trees: 
The neural and polynomial network methods are global estimators and hence will poorly 
estimate a function everywhere if it is sufficiently badly behaved anywhcrc( e.g., 
deBoor,1978).Decision trees ,which recursively divide the space into different regions, 
instead have sharp breaks in their estimation surfaces, allowing great local responsivity. 
Also, the variables selected for splits may be different in each adaptively-partitioned 
region of the space. The flexibility of the method seems often, in practice, to make up for 
the crude basis function (a constant). Note that in a classification problem in which a 
variable (fortuitously) has a different constant value for each class, a decision tree could 
capture the rule perfectly, whereas classical linear discriminant analysis would actually 
encounter numerical instabilities, due to the negligible within-class pooled variance of the 
variable. 
Decision trees were legitimized in the statistical community by the pioneering work on 
Classification and Regression Tree (CART) of Breiman et al (1984). These authors 
neatly describe the problem and provide theory and methods to grow a tree and validate 
it. They depart from most previous works in that they propose expanding nodes until they 
reach a prescribed minimal size or are themselves pure. A cost-complexity parameter is 
introduced that characterizes a nested sequence of sub trees and cross-validation is used 
to decide how far back to prune the overly large initial tree. As with other statistical 
models, the usual precautions and careful pre- and post-fitting analysis are required. An 
advantage held by trees in this regard is that the tree metaphor can be exploited for 
graphical analysis. . 
Trees are natural for classification, but are also useful in difficult estimation problems 
where their simple piecewise-constant response surface and lack of smoothness 
constraints make them highly robust to outliers in either the predictors or the response 
variable. They automatically select variables, and construct models quite rapidly for an 
adaptive method. Importantly, trees are also probably the easiest model form to interpret 
(so long as they are shallow) that, in our experience, greatly improves the model's 
chances of actually being used. The main problem with trees is that they devour data at a 
rate exponential with depth; so, to uncover complex structure, extensive data is required. 
1.4 Conclusions 
The tendency of the statistical community to propagate uncertainty in their models 
through sampling distributions, their familiarity with the need to regularize models (trade 
off accuracy and complexity), and their dogged perseverance in checking model 
assumptions and stability (through residual and graphical analyses) are strengths. Still, 
alternative heuristic modeling techniques have gained in popularity partly as a way to 
"avoid statistics" yet still address challenging induction tasks. 
Statisticians should learn from this the need to do a better job of communicating the value 
of such considerations, as well as clarifying and streamlining ways of injecting extra-data 
information in the modeling process. 
A great deal of work goes into identifying, gathering, cleaning, and labeling the data, into 
specifying the question(s) to be asked of it, and into finding the right way to view ii 
(literally and figuratively) to discover useful patterns. Despite the central importance of 
actually modeling the data (the focus of this chapter) that stage can take up only a small 
proportion of the project effort. It is hard to conceive that the entire process will ever be 
automated. Increased automation has not absolved researchers of the need to think in 
statistical terms, including matching model assumptions to the problem, seeking 
interpretability, quantifying variance, regulating complexity to improve generalization, 
and keeping a lookout for the unexpected. However, modem statistical modeling, tools 
do make it possible for an analyst to think about the problem at a higher level (by 
handling some routine or massive tasks), to try numerous approaches, to estimate the 
uncertainty of conclusions arising out of even complex processes, and to iterate through 
several stages of a solution design before settling on a representation scheme (or even a 
blend of them). When one is comparing Data mining techniques, or attempting to extract 
the most out of a database, it makes sense to try some of these accessible modern 
statistical algorithms. 

Data Mining Techniques 
2.1 Introduction 
Simulated by progress in computer technology, electronic data acquisition in 
recent decades has seen growth of huge databases. Today data is being collected 
in almost all fields of human endeavor with an unprecedented rate. These are 
viewed as resources, there is much valuable information in them which can be 
extracted .For instance widespread use of bar codes for most commercial 
products, computerization of many business and government organizations human 
genome project, NASA earth observing system, remote sensing, scientific 
simulation etc generates gigabytes of data. 
Today's research is directly subordinated to the social requirements of nation 
aimed at national objective that is innovation for national purpose to generate 
social and economic benefit. Commercial industrial and economic possibilities are 
inherent in the notion of extracting information from these huge data sets are the 
soul purpose of Data mining. 
Data mining is a fairly new discipline lying at interface of Statistics, O.R, 
Database technology, pattern recognition & machine learning. It is a process of 
automatic discovery of pattern changes, association and anomalies in massive 
database. Discovered patterns help the concerned authorities in making better 
decision, for instance in the field of biomedical science DM helps in DNA data 
analysis to discover genetic causes for many diseases and disabilities, DNA 
sequence forms the foundation of genetic code. Integration of heterogeneously 
distributed genome database, similarity search, association analysis etc can be 
performed through DM. 
Earlier mostly statisticians were concerned with primary data analysis, which is 
data collected with a particular question in mind. DM on the other hand is 
concerned with secondary data analysis of large database finding patterns of 
interest; such huge data are stored not as a single flat file but multiple interrelated 
files. Size of contaminated data increases to millions when we talk of huge data 
sets Large models that also account for sample selection techniques and is capable 
of estimating error rates like Jackknife, Projection pursuit. Bootstrap, are fairly 
new methods. Most statistical methods study the- observed data using stochastic 
methods to get sufficient knowledge to predict future events. On the other hand 
DM simply deals with prediction and ignores the stochastic process that may be 
inherent in the data. Statistics provide intellectual glue underlying the effort by 
providing the background for the algorithms involved further research work is 
needed to study the stochastic behavior of the data in the field of DM to develop 
methods which benefit fi-om application of both the methodologies 
Deflnition 
Exploration & Analysis, by automatic or semi-automatic means of large quantities 
of Data in order to discover meaningful patterns & rules is known as Data mining 
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• It is a multidisciplinary field drawing work from area including database 
technology, artificial intelligence, machine learning, neural networks, statistics, 
pattern recognition and Data visualization. 
• It Searches for valuable information in large volumes of Data. 
2.2 Purpose of Data mining 
2.2.1 Commercial view 
Lot of Data is being collected; Data Mining provides better, customized services 
for an edge over competitors in market. 
• For Instance market Basket Analysis is a very happening technique. 
• The few e- conmierce companies that have survived the dotcom crash and are 
doing well, such as Amazon, e-
• Bay and Google all have active data and web mining programs and are hiring 
Data mining experts. 
• Multimedia data mining helps us in finding images and video based on a 
keyword. Combined with image recognition we can envision many tasks based on 
actual understanding of images, video and audio. 
2.2.2 Scientiflc view point 
Data is being collected & stored at enormous speeds (Gigabyte/hour) in the field 
of science. Some of the Data mining applications are as below 
• Remote sensing. 
• Telescopic scanning.of the sky. 
• Bio informatics and silicodrug design. This includes analysis of genomic data, 
DNA micro arrays, etc.in silico drug design it still is a very promising 
area.Successfial results have already been reported for e.g. in highly accurate 
micro array based diagnostics. 
2.3 Data mining tasks; 
2.3.1 Prediction 
(Classificafion, regression, deviation detection) 
2.3.2 Description 
(Clustering, association rule, sequential pattern discovery) 
2.3.1.IClassification: 
Definition: 
It is the process of finding a set of models that describe and distinguish data 
classes. Each tuple is assumed to belong to a predefined class determined by one 
of the attributes called the Class label attribute. The data tuples are analyzed lo 
build the model collectively from the training data set .The training sets arc 
referred to as training samples and are randomly selected from the sample 
population. Class label of each training sample is provided it is known as 
supervised learning. 
Note: Learning is the process, by which an activity originates, in synthetic 
learning process the states of the system are adapted through a continuing process 
of stimulation by the envirormient in which the system is embedded. There are 
three types of learning 
1) Unsupervised learning: It finds groups of similar data objects e.g. 
clustering algorithms 
2) Supervised Learning: It takes exact feedback (labels), finds a mapping 
through training e.g. Bayesian classifier, K-nearest neighbor, decision trees, 
perceptron, Maximiun likelihood product, etc. 
3) Reinforcement Learning: (Supervised in a sense) in this case feedback is 
not exact and may be noisy. 
MAJOR Classification methods: 
2.3.1.1.IClassification by decision tree induction: 
Decision tree is a flow chart like structure, where each interna! node denotes a test 
on each attribute, each branch an outcome of test and leaf node represent classes. 
Top most node is the root node. 
Attribute selection measure 
The information gain measure or the goodness of split measure is used to select 
the test attribute at each node of the tree. The one with highest information gain is 
selected as test attribute for current node. 
Let S be set consisting of data samples .Suppose the class label attribute has m 
distinct values defining ifl distinct classes, Ci(for i=l—m).Let Sj be the number of 
samples of S in class Cj, The expected information gain needed to classify a 
given sample is given by 
I(S| .Sj, Sm)= -Xpi l0g2(pi) 
Where p, is the probability that an arbitrary sample belongs to class Ci and it is 
estimated by sA 
Note: the log function to base 2 is used since the information is encoded in bits. 
Let attribute A have y DISTINCT VALUES, {Ai, A2 Ay}. A can be used 
to partition S into y subsets (si, S2, sy),where Sj contains those samples in 
S that have value aj of A. If A were selected as test attribute for splitting then 
these subsets would correspond to the branches grown from the node containing 
the set S .Let Sy be the number of samples of class c, in a sample Sj .The entropy 
or expected information based on portioning into subsets by A ,is given by 
E(A) = S{(Sij+ +Smj)/S}* I(S , j , — - ,Smj). 
The expected reduction in entropy caused by knowing the value of attribute A is 
Gain (A) = I(sl,—,sm) - E(A) 
The attribute with highest information gain is chosen as test attribute for given set 
S. 
2.3.1.1.2 Naive Bayesian Classification 
Baye's theorem provides ways for calculating posterior probability P (X | H) from 
P (H) by 
P (HI X)=P(X IH) P(H) / P(X) 
A naive Bayesian Classifier assigns an unknown sample X to classify Ci ilT 
P(Ci IX) > P(Cj I X ) , 1 < = j <= m , j ^ i 
We maximize P( Ci | X),the class ci for which p(Ci | X) is maximized is called 
Maximum posteriori hypothesis. 
P (C i |X)= P(X|Ci)P(Ci) / P(x) 
As P(x) is constant only p (X | Ci) P (Ci) need to be maximized. 
If class priori probabilities are not known it is assumed that class are equally 
likely i.e. P (Ci) =P (C2) = . Also naive assumption of class conditional 
independence is made for reducing computation. 
P(XjCi) = nP(XulCi) 
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P(Xi I Ci), P(X21 Ci), can be estimated from training samples. 
To classify X, P (XI Ci)*P (Ci) is calculated for all Ci.Sample X is then assigned 
to class Ci iff 
P(X I Ci) P(Ci)>P(X I Cj)P(Cj) for l<j<m, j * i 
2.3.1.1.3 Classification by Backpropagation: 
Backpropagation is a neural network-learning algorithm. Neural Network is a set 
of connected input/output units, where each connection has a weight associated 
with it. Neural network learns by adjusting the weights so as to be able to predict 
the correct class label of input samples. They are highly tolerant to noisy data as 
well as classifying patterns on which they have not been previously trained. A 
trained sample X(xl,x2, xi) is fed to the input layer. Weights in the network 
as well as biases are initialized to small random numbers. 
The net input to each unit in hidden and output layer is computed as linear 
combination of its input. 
Net output 
Where Ij is net output, Wij is weight of connection from unit i to unit j , Oi is the 
output of unit i. Q, is bias of the unit. 
Given the net input Ij to unit j , then Oj the output of unit j is computed as 
Oj-(l+e-'j )•' 
is called squashing function . The logistic function is non-linear and 
diflfcrcntiable, allowing the Back propag -ation algorithm to model classification 
problems that are linearly inseparable. Also the error is propagated backwards by 
updating weights & biases to reflect the error of the network prediction. 
E.j=0j(l-0j)(Tj-0j) 
Where Oj is actual output of unit j 
Tjis true output based on known class label. 
To compute error of hidden layer unit j , 
ErrrOj(l-Oj)IErrkWjk 
Where Wjk is the weight of connection from unit j to unit k. 
2.3.1.1.4 Classification based on concepts from association Rule mining 
a) Association Rule clustering system (ARCS): 
It mines association rules of the form 
Aquan 1 Aquan2~"'*Acat 
.Aquani& Aquan2 are test on quantitative attribute range and Acai assigns a class label 
for categorical attribute. Association rules are plotted on 2-d grid, algorithm scans 
the grid searching for rectangular clusters. It requires a constant amount of 
memory regardless of database size. 
b) Associative Classiflcation: 
It mines rules of the form 
Condset => y 
, where condset is a set of items and y is a class label .Rules that satisfy a 
minimum support belong to class y. Rule with highest confidence is selected as 
possible rule. 
Applications: 
1) Fraud detection 
Predict fraudulent cases in credit card transactions by using information such as 
when what and how a customer buy accounts. For attributes label past 
transactions as fraud forms class attribute. 
2) Direct Marketing: 
Reduce cost of mailing by targeting a set of consumers likely to buy a particular 
product. It uses the data for similar product introduced before. We can decide 
which customer decided to buy and who decided otherwise. This forms the class 
attribute. 
3) Sky survey cataloging: 
To predict class (star or galaxy) of sky objects, especially visually faint ones, 
based on telescopic survey images, measure image attributes, model the class 
based on these features. 
Success story has found 16 new high red shift Quasars, some of the farthest 




Process of grouping the data into clusters such that data points in one cluster are 
niore similar to one another and data points in separate clusters are less similar to 
one another. 
Similarity Measures: 
• Euclidean distance if attributes are continuous: d (i, j) = {ZI Xjp-Xjp r } 
• Manhattan or city block distance d (i, j)= SI Xjp-Xjp I 
• Minkowski Distance d (ij) = (ZI Xjp-Xjp I''} "^  
Major Clustering Methods: 
2.3.2.l.lPartitioning: 
It constructs K partitions of n objects, where each partition represents cluster 
which satisfy following requirements: 
a) Each group must contain at least one object. 
b) Each object must belong to at exactly one group. 
c) Objects in same cluster are close whereas objects of different clusters arc far 
apart. 
Two basic techniques are 
2.3.2.1.2 Centroid based technique: 
It selects K objects, each of which initially represents a cluster mean. For 
remaining objects, an object is assigned to a cluster to which it is most similar 
based on distance between object and cluster mean. It then computes new mean 
for each cluster, this process iterates until criterion function converges. Typically 
SQUARED ERROR CRITERION is used. 
E=Zl=itokZp€eilP-nijP 
The algorithm attempts to determine K partition that minimizes the squared error 
function. It's applicable only when mean of a cluster is defined. Not suitable for 
discovering non-convex shape. 
2.3.2.1.3 Representative object based technique: 
Mediod is taken as reference point. It finds k clusters in n objects by first 
arbitrarily finding a representative object (mediod) for each cluster. Each 
remaining object is clustered with mediod to which it is most similar. The strategy 
then iteratively replaces one of the mediods by a non-mediod as long as quality is 
improved. It is less influenced by outliers and is more robust. 
2.3.2.1.4 Hierarchical Method: 
They create hierarchical decomposition of given set of data object .Can be 
classified as agglomerative or divisive. Agglomerative approach starts with 
objects forming a separate group, merges object close to one another until all 
groups arc merged. Divisive splits up cluster into smaller cluster until a 
terminating condition holds. Some of the basic hierarchical techniques are 
A) BIRCH: (Balanced iterative reducing &clustering using hierarchies) 
It introduces concept of clustering feature tree .A clustering feature (CF) is a 
triplet summarizing information about sub clusters of object. Given N -Dim 
points or objects {Oi} in a sub cluster, and then the CF sub cluster is defined as 
CF = (N, LS, SS) 
LS is linear sum of N point 
SS is the square sum of data points. 
A CF tree is a highest balanced tree that stores the clustering feature for a 
hierarchical clustering. It has two parameters, branching factor B (maximum no of 
children per non leaf node) and threshold, T (Maximum diameter of sub cluster 
stored) 
B) CURE (Clustering using representatives) : 
A fixed number of representatives point in space are chosen which are generated 
by selecting well scattered object for cluster then moving them towards cluster 
center. Below are the steps involved: 
a) Draw a random sample s of original objects. 
b) Partition sample s into a set of partitions. 
c) Partially cluster each partition. 
d) Eliminate outliers. 
e) Cluster partial clusters. 
f) Mark data weight corresponding cluster label. 
Note: CURE fails to handle categorical attributes. Another method ROCK iioi 
described here is used in such cases. 
4) 2.3.Density Based 
The general idea is to continue growing given cluster as long as density in the 
neighborhood exceeds some threshold. It helps in filtering outliers. Some of them 
are: 
A) DBSCAN: 
It is a density based clustering method based on connected regions with 
sufficiently high density. 
• e neighborhood is within the radius G of a given object. 
• C neighborhood of the object contains at least minimum points is called 
core object. 
• P is direct density reachable from q if p lies within C neighborhood of q. 
• Pi+i direct density reachable from pi. 
Then DBSCAN searches for clusters by checking e neighborhood of each point 
in database. 
B) OPTICS: 
Ordering points to identify the clustering structure: 
It computes an augmented cluster ordering for automatic &interactive cluster 
analysis. 
• Core Distance of an object p is the smallest e value that makes p a core 
object. 
• Reachability distance of an object q w.r.t. another object p is greater value of 
core distance of p and Euclidean distance between p & q. Fig (d) 
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Clustering Application: 
1) Market Segmentation! 
Subdivide market into distinct subsets of customers, where any subset may 
conceivably be selected as a market targetjo be reached with distinct marketing 
mix. 
2) Document Clustering: 
To find groups of document those are similar to each other based on important 
terms appearing in the text. 
3) Web Mining 
It helps in categorization of users according to their interest for customized 
presentation of websites. Groups search results for effective personalized 
display. Relational clustering finds dissimilarities between pairs of objects usually 
stored in form of dissimilarity matrix .It is an aid in handling outliers. 
Association rule mining; 
Definition: 
ARM searches for interesting relationship among items in a given dataset. It 
produces dependency rules that will predict occurrence of an item based on 
occurrence of other items. It is an implication of the form 
A=>B where Acl , Bel , and A n B - (|) 
(1= ii, ii , ,ini ) be the set of items and the rule has confidence C and 
support D if C is the percentage of transactions in D containing A that also 
contains B .Thus 
Support ( A=> B) - P (A U B ) 
Confidence ( A=> B) -P(B/A) 
Applications: 
1) Marketing and sales promotioni 
Let the rule discovered be (cold drinks) => (Potato Chips) 
• Potato Chips are consequent: Can be used to determine what should be 
done to boost its sale. 
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• Cold drinks are antecedent: Can be used to see which product would be 
affected if store discontinues selling them. 
• Cold drink in antecedent and potato chips in consequent: Can be used to 
see what products can be sold with cold drinks to promote sale of potato 
chips. 
2) Inventory Management: 
Helps Company to anticipate the nature of demand so that it keeps its inventory 
stock well equipped with right items. 
Sequential Pattern discovery; 
Definition: 
Given a set of objects, with each object associated with its own timeline of 
events, it finds rule that predict strong sequential dependencies among different 
events. 
(A B) (C) >(D E) 
Rules are formed by first discovering patterns. Event occurrences in the patterns 
are governed by timing constraint. 
Application: 
• In telecommunication alarm logs: 
(inverter problem, excessive current) (Rectifier Alarm)-a(Fire alarm) 
• Athletic Apparel Store: 
(Shoes) (Racket.Basketball)-a(Sports Jacket) 
2.4 Classification of Data mining System 
Classification according to the kind of database mined: 
Database systems themselves can be classified as data models or the type of data 
or applications involved each of which may require its own mining technique e.g. 
if classifying according to data models we have transactional object oriented 
object relational or data warehouse mining system. 
Classification according to kind of knowledge mined 
Based on levels of extraction of knowledge to be mined i.e. 
OT 
1) Generalized knowledge (al high level orexlraetion) 
2) Primitive level of knowledge (ratio data level) 
3) Knowledge at multiple levels considering various levels of cxlratiinn. 
Classification according to kinds of techniques utilized 
Data mining techniques can be categorized according to 
A) Degree of user interaction involved 
1) Autonomous 2) Interactive exploratory 3) Query driven 
B) Method ofData analysis employed 
1) Database or Data warehouse oriented technique 2) Machine learning 3) 
Statistics 4) Visualization 5) Pattern Recognition 6) Neural Network 
Classification according to application adapted 
For instance Data mining system tailored for finance telecom, DNA data analysis 
Stock market data analysis etc. 
2.5 Conclusion; 
Data Mining is rapidly growing field fueled by enormous data collection rates, 
and need for intelligent analysis for business and scientific gains. 
Large and high dimensional data requires analysis techniques and algorithms 




Mining World Wide Web 
3.1 Introduction and Background; 
The web is a hypertext body of approximately 30 million pages that continue to grow 
a million page per day .WWW serves as a huge widely spread global information 
service centre for news .advertisement .consumer information , financial management, 
education, govt ,e-commerce and many other information services . 
The web also contains a rich and dynamic collection of hyperlink information web 
page access &usage information, providing rich sources for data mining. 
Based on the following observations the web also poses great challenges for effective 
resource and knowledge discovery. 
• The web seems to be too huge for effective Data warehousing i&DM 
The size of web is in order of lOO's of tera byte and is still growing, its barely possible 
to set up a data warehouse to replicate, store or integrate all of the data on web. 
• The complexity of web page is far greater than that of any traditional text 
document collection. 
Web link is a huge digital library in which document aren't arranged according to any 
particular sorted order. It is very difficult to search information in such a library. 
• The web is highly dynamic information source: 
Not only web grows its information is also updated. News .stock market companies, 
advertisements, web service centre update their web pages regularly. 
• The web serves a broad diversity of user community: 
Users may have veiy different backgrounds, interests and usage. They don't have 
knowledge of information network, may not be aware of heavy cost of particular 
search, and get bored easily. 
• Only a small portion of information on web is truly relevant: 
The portion of web that is truly relevant to ones interest and high quality pages on a 
specified topic ought to be determined. 
These challenges have promoted research into efficient and effective discovery &use of 
resources on Internet. There are many index based web search engine that search the 
web, however current keyword based search engines suffer from several deficiencies. 
1) A topic of any breadth may easily contain hundreds of thousands of document 
which result in return of many irrelevant entries. 
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2) Many documents that are highly relevant to a topic may not contain keyword 
defining them this is called POLYSEMY .E.g. keyword Computer might not 
turn up IBM search engine may not find most popular search engines like 
Yahoo .Alta vista . 
Thus web mining is a very challenging task that searches for /^v»^ '^*"* '-''A''''! 
1) WEB ACCESS PATTERNS 
i c^-
2) WEB STRUCTURES \\ A, 
3) REGULARITY AND DYNAMIC OF WEB CONTENT 
Mining web's link structures to identify authoritative web pages: 
Web consists not only of pages but also of hyperlinks pointing from one page to 
another. These hyperlinks contain enormous amount of latent human annotation that 
can help to automatically infer the notion of authority, when an author of web page 
creates a hyperlink pointing to another web page, this can be considered as authors 
endorsement of other page. The collective endorsement of a given page by different 
authors on the web may indicate importance of page and naturally lead to discovery of 
authorative web pages and a consequential discovery of idea of hub pages .A HUB is 
one or a set of web pages that provide collection of links to authorities. Thus the 
tremendous amoimt of web linkage information provides rich information about 
relevance; the quality & the structure of webs content mining. 
The idea has motivated some interesting studies on connectivity based searching .The 
emergence of novel search engines like google has led to connectivity based or citation 
based or more commonly known as hyperlink based (rather than the query term 
frequency) web searching. 
It all started with the revolutionary work done by Kleinberg to be consolidated later by 
Brin and Page culminating in what is now known as Google search engine for the web. 
These works have primarily been concentrating harnessing the additional information 
hidden in the hypertext structures of web pages. If one models the web as directed 
graph, with pages being the nodes and hyperlinks between them being the edges of the 
model graph., then starting from sample page the breadth first search to a few levels 
would give a set of pages that are related to sample page. Hence the typical web 
authoring tendency to provide hyperlinks to related pages give rise to new paradigm in 
web search activity. 
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3.2\Vcb content Mining 
3.2.1 Automatic classiflcation of web documents (Content Based) 
l-ach document is assigned a class label from a set of pre defined topic categories 
based on the sci of examples of pre classified documents e.g. Yahoo's taxonomy and 
its associated documents can be used in as training and test sets in order to derive a 
web document classification scheme. This scheme may then be used to classify new 
web documents by assigning categories from the same taxonomy .The use of robust 
statistical models such as Markov Random fields (MRF's) together with relaxation 
labeling has been explored. Such a method has experimentally been shown to 
substantially improve the accuracy of Web document classification. 
3.2.2 Construction of multi layered information base: 
As it is unrealistic to create a web warehouse containing a copy of every page on web 
since this would just lead to a huge, duplicated WWW. Thus the bottom layer of 
multilayered Web information is Web itself This is referred to as layer 0. 
Second we can define layer I to be the Web page description layer, containing 
descriptive information for pages on the Web .It should be smaller than layer 0 but rich 
enough to preserve information for multidimensional search. 
Thus layer 1 can be organized into dozens of semi-structured classes such as document 
person, organization advertisement and so on .For instance we may define a class 
document as follows: 
#Document (file_addr, doc_category, authorative_rank, key_words ) 
Third various higher -layer web directory services can be constructed on lop of layer 1 
in order to provide multidimensional application -specifific services .For example wc 
may construct Yellow page services for database system oriented research such a 
directory may contain hierarchical structures for a few dimension sucii as theme 
category geographical location, date of publication and so on. With the popular 
acceptance and adoption of structured Web pages markup language, XML, it is 
expected that a large number of future web pages will be written in XML &possibly 
share a good set common DTD's (Document type declaration) standardization with a 
language such as XML would greatly facilitate information exchange among 
different web sites &information extraction for construction of multi layered web 
information base .Furthermore Web based information search &knowledge discovery 
languages can be designed and implemented for such purpose. 
3.3 WEB USAGE MINING 
Besides mining web contents and web linkage structures another important task for 
Web mining is Web usage mining, which mines web log records. To discover user 
access patterns of Web pages. Through history a user can return quickly to to a 
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previously visited page .People tend to revisit pages just visited, access only a few 
pages frequently ,browse in a small cluster of related pages and generate only short 
sequence of URL's .Analyzing and exploring regularities in web log records can 
identify potential customers for electronic commerce .enhance the quality and 
delivery of internet information services to end user &improve web server system 
performance. 
A Web server usually registers a web log entry, for every access of a web page. 
It includes URL requested IP address from which the request originated, &time Stamp 
.In developing techniques for web usage mining, the following points are taken into 
consideration:: 
1) Web log data need to be cleaned condensed &transformed to retrieve &analyze 
significant information. 
2) With available information multidimensional OLAP analysis can be performed 
to find top N users, top N accessed web pages most firequently accessed time 
periods etc, which will help discover potential customers, markets and others. 
3) DM can be performed on web log records to find association patterns sequential 
patterns &trends of web accessing. 
\\'iih use of such Web log Files, studies have been conducted on analyzing system 
performance, web page perfecting, web page swapping, understanding the nature of 
web irafllc user reaction sites and Web sites that improve themselves by learning 
from user access patterns. 
Web log analysis may also help build customized Web services for individual 
users. 
3.4 INTEGERATING CONTENT BASED AND CONNECTIVITY BASED 
TECHNIQUES; 
Content and cormectivity based techniques can be merged for better effects. Since 
web log provides information about what kind of user will access what kind of 
Web pages, Web log information can be integrated with Web content & web 
linkage Structure. Mining to help web page ranking. Web document classification 
and construction of multilayered web information base as well. For instance an 
exclusive study Shang et al has been made to combine different content-based 
techniques with connectivity based algorithm. 
Although the phenomenal success of search engines like google speaks volume 
about successful shift from content to connectivity based search for WWW. yet 
we need to integrate both content and connectivity based search for quantifying the 
quality of search results of search engines. 
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Web Usage Mining 
Pattern Discover)' from World Wide Web Transactions 
Wcb-bascd organizations often generate and collect large volumes of data in their 
daily operations. Analyzing such data can help these organizations- to determine the 
lifetime value of clients, design cross marketing strategies across products and 
services, evaluate the effectiveness of promotional campaigns; and find the most 
effective logical structure for their web space. 
This typo of analysis involves the discovery of meaningful relationships from kugc-
collection of primarily structured data often stored in web server access logs. Web 
usage mining is the application of data mining and knowledge techniques to data 
collected in World Wide Web transactions. 
4.1 Introduction and Background 
As more orgaiiizations rely on the Internet and the World Wide Web to conduct 
business, the traditional strategies and techniques for market analysis need to be 
revisited in this context. The advent of e -commerce has revolutionized Customer 
relation management. 
Organizations often generate and collect large volumes of data in their daily 
operations. Analyzing such data can help these organizations to determine liio lilo 
time value of customers, cross marketing strategies across products, and effecti\cncss 
of promotional campaigns, among other things. However, such analyses in\ol\c the 
discovery of meaningful relationships from a large collection of prinuirily 
unstructured data. Most of this information is usually generated in the daily activity o[' 
organizations as client or customer transaction logs. An example is the daily 
transaction logs generated in supermarket 
Containing bar code data. In the context of the World Wide Web such information is 
generally gathered automatically by Web servers and collected in server or access 
logs. For organizations engaged in commerce on the World Wide Web, mining these 
logs for valuable information is just as essential as it is in more traditional data 
collection mechanisms. Analysis of server access data can also provide valuable 
information on how to better structure a Web site in order to create a more effective 
presence for the organization. In organizations using Intranet technologies, such 
analysis can shed important information on more effective management of workgroup 
communication and organizational infrastructure. Finally, for organizations that sell 
advertising on the World Wide Web, analyzing user access patterns helps in targeting 
ads to specific groups of users. 
Most of the existing Web analysis tools provide mechanisms for reporting user 
activity in the servers and various forms of data filtering. Using such tools, for 
example, it is possible to determine the number of accesses to the server and the 
individual files within the organization's Web space, the times or time intervals of 
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visits, and domain names and the URLs of users of the Web server. Howcvci-, in 
general, these tools are designed to deal with low to moderate traffic servers, and 
furthermore, they usually provide little or no analysis of data relationships among the 
accessed files and directories within the Web space. 
Analysis and discovery of various data relationships is, of course, essential in fully 
utilizing the valuable data gathered in daily transactions. Thus, comprehensive 
analysis tool are required that can enable automatic discovery of data relationships 
including the correlations among Web pages, sequential patterns over time intervals, 
and classification of users according to their access patterns. 
In addition, such a tool must be able to discover relationships in very high traffic 
servers with very large (possibly distributed) access logs. 
A framework for the applications of various data mining and knowledge discovery 
techniques to data collected by Web servers is described further. Data mining is the 
process of extracting valid and interesting relationships from large collections of data 
using AI or statistical techniques. There are a variety of data mining techniques that 
have been proposed, including, clustering, classification, discovery of association 
rules, and discovery of sequential patterns. 
Recently, several researchers have proposed the application of data mining techniques 
to facilitate information discovery on global information systems such as the Internet 
The focus of these proposals is knowledge discovery based on content across the 
Internet and not the analysis of user access patterns on various Web servers. Web 
server access logs, however, have been used as a test bed for the application of certain 
data mining tasks such as the discovery of frequent episodes. 
li'eb mining is the application of these and other data mining techniques to large Web 
data repositories. This, however, is not simply an engineering task of adapting 
existing algorithms to new data. Because of many unique characteristics of the client-
ser\cT model in the World Wide Web, including radical differences between the 
physical and logical data organizations of web repositories, it is necessary to develop 
a new framework, including data models, architectures, and algorithms, to facilitate 
the successful implementation of Web mining tools. 
4.2 Applications of Data mining techniques to web usage mining 
In this section we discuss some of the most important data mining techniques and 
their applications in the context of discovering_hidden patterns and relationships 
within the Web data. We can place these data mining techniques in 3 general 
categories: discovery of association rules, discovery of sequential patterns, and 
discovery of classification rules and data clusters. In the following, we would briefly 
discuss each of these techniques and what they mean in the context of Web mining. 
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4.2.1 Discovering Association Rules 
The association rule discovery techniques are generally applied to databases of 
transactions where each transaction consists of set of items. In such a framework ihc 
problem is to discover all associations and correlations among data items where ilio 
presence of one set of items in a transaction implies (with a certain degree o\' 
confidence) the presence of other items. 
In the context of Web mining, this problem amounts to discovering the correlations 
among accesses to various files available on the server by a given client. Eacli 
transaction is comprised of a set of URLs accessed by a client in one visit to the 
server. For example, association rule discovery techniques can be used lo fintl 
correlations such as the following: 
• 60% of clients who accessed the page with URL /company/products/, also 
accessed the page /company/products/productl.html; or 
• 40% of clients, who accessed the Web page with 
URL/company/products/productl.html, also accessed 
/company/products/product2. html; or 
• 30% of clients who accessed /company/annovmcements/special-offer. html, 
placed an online order in / company /products/product 1. 
Since usually such transaction-based databases contain extremely large amounts of 
data, current association rule discovery techniques try to prune the search space 
according to support for items under consideration. Support is a measure based on the 
number of occurrences of the items within transaction logs. In Web mining there are 
additional properties of the data that can be used to further prune the search space. 
This is partly due to the fact that, generally, the files associated with a particular site 
are organized in a hierarchical fashion, and the structure of this hierarchy is known 
before hand. 
For example, if the support for /company/products/ is low, one may conclude that the 
search for association between the two secondary pages with URLs 
/company/products/product 1 and / companyl/products/product2 should be pruned 
since neither are likely to have adequate support. 
Discovery of such rules for organizations engaged in electronic commerce can help in 
the development of effective marketing strategies. But, in addition, association rules 
discovered from WWW access logs could give an indication of how to best organize 
the organization's Web space. For example, if one discovers that 80% of the clients 
accessing /company/products and /company/products/file 1.html also accessed / 
company /products/file2. html, but only 30% of those who accessed / company 
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/products also accessed /company/products/file2 .html, then it is likely that some 
information in filel.html leads clients to access file2 .html. This correlation might 
suggest that this information should be moved to a higher level (e.g., 
/company/prixlucts) to increase access to file2.html). 
4.2.2 Time Sequences and Discovery of Sequential Patterns 
(icncrally. transaction-based databases collect data over a period of time, and the 
time-stamp for each transaction is explicitly available. Given such a database of 
transactions, the problem of discovering sequential patterns is to find inter-transaction 
patterns such that the presence of a set of items is followed by another item in the 
time-stamp ordered transaction set. 
In Web server transaction logs, a visit by a client is recorded over a period of time. 
The time stamp associated with a transaction in this case will be a time interval that is 
determined and attached to the transaction during the data cleansing process. 
By analyzing this information, certain softwares for mining web like WEBMINER 
can determine temporal relationships among data items such as the following: 
• 30% of clients who visited /company/products/productl.html, had done a 
search in Yahoo, within the past week on keywords WI and IV2: or 
• 60% of clients who placed an online order in 
/company/products/productl.html, also placed an online order in 
/companyl/products/product4 within 15 days. 
Another important kind of data dependency that can be discovered, using the 
temporal characteristics of the data, is similar time sequences. For example, common 
characteristics of all clients that visited a particular file within the time period ///. i2/ 
or, conversely, a time interval (within a day, or within a week, cic.) in whicli a 
particular file is most accessed can be found.. 
Generally, the techniques used in sequential pattern discovery are similar to those 
used in association rule discovery or classification, except in this case the discovered 
rules have to be further classified based on the time stamp information. The discovery 
of sequential patterns in Web server access logs allows Web-based organizations to 
predict user visit patterns .It also helps in targeting advertising aimed at groups of 
users based on these patterns. 
4.2.3 Classifications and Clustering 
Another common data mining technique involves the discovery of hidden common 
patterns among data items and their classification according to these patterns. 
Classification allows one to develop a profile for items belonging to a particular 
group according to their common attributes. This profile can then be used to classify 
new data items that are added to the database. Currently most classification 
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algorithms utilize inductive techniques such as tree induction or neural induction. 
In Web mining, classification techniques allow one to develop a profile for clients 
who access particular server files based on demographic information available on 
those clients. The client-server model of the World Wide Web allows for the 
collection of valuable demographic data on clients without even the use of surveys or 
other instruments usually used to obtain such information. Much of this information 
on clients can be obtained by analyzing client requests and the information 
transmitted by the client browser, including the URL. 
Classification on WWW access logs allows one to discover relationships such as the 
following: 
• Clients who often access /company/products/product3 tend to be from 
educational institutions; or 
• Clients firom state or government agencies who visit the site tend to be 
interested in the page /company/products/product 1. html; or 
• Clients who placed an online order in / company /products/product2, tend to 
have previously visited the site for Company X; or 
• 50% of clients who placed an online order in /company/products/product2, 
were in the 20-25 age group and lived on the West Coast. 
In some cases, the server can gather valuable information about the clients automati-
cally from the client browsers. This includes information available on the client side 
in the history files, cookie files, etc. Other methods used to obtain profile and 
demographic information on clients includes user registration, online survey forms, 
and techniques such as "anonymous ticketing". 
Furthermore, obtaining profile information on clients and discovering classifications 
of data items (server files), allows one to group together clients or data items that 
have similar characteristics 
In data mining this kind of activity is referred to as clustering. Clustering of client 
information or data items on Web transaction logs can facilitate the development and 
execution of future marketing strategies, both online and off-line. Such as automated 
return mail to clients falling within a certain cluster, or dynamically changing a 
particular site for a client, on a return visit, based on past classification of that client. 
4. 3 Data Model for Web Usage Mining 
4.3.1 Structure of Access Log Data 
A Web server access log contains a complete history of file accesses by clients. Most 
www access logs follow the Common Log Format specified as part of the HTri' 
protocol. A log entry following this standard contains the client IP address, user ID, 
access time, request method, and the URL of the page accessed, the protocol used for 
data transmission, an error code, and the number of bytes transmitted. Table 1 shows 
a snapshot of a portion of the WWW access log for the main Web server in the 
Computer Science Department at the University of Minnesota. 
Generally, there are a variety of files accessed as a result of a request by a client [o 
view a particular Web page. These include a variety of image, sound, and video files; 
executable cgi files; coordinates of clickable regions in image map files; and MTMl. 
files. Typical examples of files accessed as a resuU of a client request include; 
• <filename> .html: the HTML file for the requested page; 
• <filename>. gif or <filename>. jpg: image files. 
• <filename>.map?<x,y>: file mapped to coordinates x and y of an image map 
file; 
• <program>. cgi? <arguments>: a server-side executable file. 
The primary objective of Web mining is to discover interesting patterns in accesses to 
various Web pages within the Web space associated with a particular server. The 
server logs contain entries that are redundant or irrelevant for these data mining tasks. 
For example, all the image file entries are irrelevant or redundant. As a URL with 
several image files is selected, the images are transferred to the client machine and 
these files are recorded in the log file as independent entries. 
For these purposes, image files without a hyper link can be ignored because they are 
not used to visit other pages. An image file with a hyper link is redundant since as a 
client selects the hyper link, the destination URL will be recorded in the log. A 
similar situation exists with regards to image map files and other multimedia support 
files. 
Unless the task is to determine which display is better to attract the clients to visit 
certain URLs can remove all these redundant log entries for the web mining task. We 
call this process data cleansing. Checking the suffix of the URL name performs data 
cleansing. All the URL suffix Entries with filename suffixes such as 
gif Jpeg.,GIF,JPEGjpg,JPG and map JPG and map are removed from the log. 
Data cleansing process also involves the selection of subset of the fields that are 
relevant for data mining tasks .The fields of interest are IP address, user id, access 
time and the 
URL 
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B«g».c3.u3n.«du sjiin - [09/iug/1996:09:54;19 -OSOO] "GET 
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loeaey.ci.una.edu baa - [09/itt|{/l996:09:S4i47 -0500] "GET 
Bioose.M,uisB.edu aobuhex - r09/*ug/lM6:09:$S:S0 -OSOO] "i 
•oose.cs.usa.eds BobuUr - i(»/*ug/l9a8:M;S5:53 -OSOO] 'i 
BOOse.M.ujsn.edtt mob«fb«c - (08/ilug/l996:09!6S:S7 -0500) 
/~mobasher/ci>urs«s/cs510£,';!i-i;C'.: h;:'. -irTP'; C" ?00 53'' 
/ HTTP/1.0" 200 3291 
/ixagc5/becicgads/p«p«r.j'. .' .••:::;'/; . :•:<•:• yy.k 
/inagei/mijc/footer.jpg HTTF/! .i" iX) :3.1ii 
/cgi-bin/Count.cgi'df»CS-h--;- ci-.i".-:=Ct:i = ; HTT?/l.:" '.'.O C;t 
/'vadvijor HTTP/1.O" 302 
/~advJjor/ HTIP/J.O" 200 48/' 
/~iiob4Jher/eourses/«5106/csS10612.h:i: HTTP/l.C" 200 H072 
/~advi»or/c«ci-f»q.hCBi KTrP/:.C' 200 13766 
/,s,Boba»h«r/eourse«/ei5106/princip.t!til HTTP/10" 200 6965 
GET /~»BhaxyoB/lij*.htal KHP/l 0" 2C-J 6H 
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Table 1: Sample Entries from a Web Server Access Log 
After the log entries are cleaned, the log data is converted into a form suitable for a 
specific data-mining task. This transformation is accomplished according to the 
transaction model for that particular task (e.g., association rule or sequential pattern 
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The data and transaction models are described in the following sections. 
3.2 Data and Transaction Model for Association Rules 
Unlike market basket analysis where a single transaction is defined naturally, we 
don't have a natural definition of transaction for the task of mining association rules. 
Wc define a transaction based on the set of all log entries belonging to the same client 
(IP addnrss and user id), within a given maximum gap (provided by the user). 
Let L be the scr\er access log entries .A log entry leL has the following components: 
• The IP address of the client, denoted 1. ip 
• The user id for the client, denoted l.uid 
• The time of access, l.time 
There are other fields in WWW entries based on Common Log Format, such as the 
request method used (eg, POST or GET) and the size of the file-transmitted. Here, we 
only focus on the above essential components in each entry. 
We can now formally define the notion of an association rule in context of web 
mining: 
Definition: 
An association rule is an expression of the form X=>Y(s,a),where XcW S and YcW 
S .The supports of the rule X=>Y(s,a) is defined as 
a(X U Y)/| TI , and the confidence is defined as CT (X U Y)/a(X). 
The task of an association rule is to find all rules X=:>Y(s,a) , where s is at Icasi a 
given threshold and a is another given threshold.. For example the rule 
{/company/products/,/company/products/productl.html}=>/company/products/produc 
t2.html (.001,.75) indicates that 75% of clients who accessed the "products" section 
of the web site and connected to the page for "product 1" in that section .also 
visited the page for "product!", and that this combination of events occurred in 1 % 
of all transactions. 
4. 3.3 Data and transaction model for sequential patterns: 
To mine sequential patterns, a track of access time for each of URLs accessed witiiin 
that transaction is kept. Furthermore, activities of a particular client spanning the 
whole access log are recorded. Thus a transaction is defined to be set of all URL 
names and their access time for the same client within a user specified maximum time 
gap. 
A sequential pattern in the context of web mining is defined as: 
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Definition: Let S=X.Y be a UT-sequence (where • denotes concatenation of two 
sequences and UT -set is the URL time set). A sequential pattern is an expression of 
the form X=>Y(s,a), where the support s of the rule X=>Y (s,a) is defined as a(X U 
Y) / llD I and the confidence a is defined as a(X«Y)/a(X). 
The task of Web mining for sequential patterns is to find all rules X=>Y—-,(among 
all UT sequences S=X.Y),where s is at least a given threshold and a is at least 
another given threshold. 
When the maximimi gap size in the definition of a temporal transaction is 0, then the 
elements of each UT-sequence are simply singletons (corresponding to a single log 
entry for a client.). A more general definition of a temporal transaction provides the 
flexibility of considering several log entries for a user to be considered within a single 
transaction. However in most applications sequential patterns made up of single 
URLs and not a set of URLs are of interest. 
4.3 .4 Clustering and Classification^ 
In clustering and classification task, the definition of transaction depends on the 
process .For instance if the process is defined to be clustering based on individual 
URL names, a clustering transaction can be defined to be the same as that of the 
association rules with infinity as a max time gap. If the process is defined to be 
clustering based on the discovered patterns, P={pi, p2, , pi) where pi is Xi 
=>Yi, then a clustering transaction can be defined as: 
t = <ip,.uid,.,{F,(UT,),F2(UT,), -F,(UTO}> 
where: 
UT, ={ ( lii,url , lii .time) , ( Ijm.url , lin, ,time) } 
And for 1 < = k < = m l.ksL, lik«ip = ip,, Ijk-uid = uidt and 
F.(UT,)= " 1 ifUTt contains the pattern Pi 






In classification task, we add additional attributes provided by user to the attributes 
defined by clustering task. These additional attributes come from user registration, 
online survey forms, and techniques such as "anonymous ticketing". The-- classes for 
the transaction are clustering determined from clustering task. 
Conclusion: 
Data and transaction models for various wcb-mining tasks wore discussed above 
There are several areas in which research efforts in web mining are continuing. 
Many of these research directions are also relevant to the broader areas of data mining 
and Knowledge discovery in databases. One problem of interest is to perform cluster 
analysis on the association rules and sequential patterns discovered using the methods 
discussed earlier. After the rules are discovered, users select interesting rules and 
provide them to the clustering process .The clustering algorithm treats each rule as a 
basis for an attribute. Each user transaction that is defined in terms of sequential 
patterns is examined to see if it contains the rules. The clusters determined during this 
process can then be used as basis for discovery of classification rules using 
algorithms on decision trees. 
One important area of future work involves the analysis of discovered rules to 
provide meaningful course of action to users .It is possible to extend the architecture 
of certain knowledge discovery system to use the discovered rules for providing 
suggestions to user. For example, suppose we have discovered rules, 
A, B=>C, with high confidence H and 
A=>C, with low confidence, L. 
Furthermore suppose that a user defined Taxonomy specifies that both secondary 
pages B and C can only be accessed through page A (denoted B,C<A).The 
combination of these facts suggests that there is some portion of the content of B 
which relates to C, and should be moved in hierarchy (to A).This suggestion can be 
specified as 
A, B=> C (H); A=>C; B, C<A 
A ^ A+Bc 
Where Be is a portion of the content of B that corresponds to C. 
The knowledge-based system can analyze the discovered association or sequential 
patterns and using its rule - base of suggestions, it can provide diagnosis for 
restructuring web site. Ideas similar to this can be applied to a variety of Data mining 
applications in other domains. 
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T^Fs? W 
WEB CONTENT MINING 
Web mining is a challenging task that that searches for web access patterns, web 
structures and the regularity and dynamics of web contents. In general web-mining 
tasks can be classified into 3 categories: web content mining, web structure mining 
and web usage mining. Alternatively web structures can be treated as web contents 
so that web mining can be classified as web content mining and web usage mining. 
Here Web content mining is described. 
5.1 Introduction to Web Content Mining 
Some techniques for learning structure in various forms from text, hypertext and 
semi structured data are : 
• 
• 
Models: some of the models used to represent hypertext and semi structured 
data. 
Supervised learning: Technique for supervised learning is classification. 
Unsupervised learningi clustering is an unsupervised learning technique 
Semi-supervised learningLReal-life applications fit somewhere in between 
fiilly.supervised or unsupervised learning. 
Social network analysis:.A key feature that distinguishes hypertext mining 
from warehouse mining and much of IR (Information Retrieval) is the 
analysis of structural information in hyperlinks that is mining the webs links 
structure 
5.2.Basic models; 
A model for text must build machine representations of world knowledge, since 
our scope is restricted to statistical analysis we need to find suitable representations 
for lext, hypertext, and semi structured data that will suffice for our learning 
applications. Some such models are discussed in this section. 
5.2,1 Models for text 
In the IR (information retrieval) domain documents have been traditionally rep-
resented in the vector space,model. Documents are tokenized using simple Syntactic 
rules and tokens stemmed to canonical form (e.g., 'reading' to 'read,' 'IS,' 'was,' 'are' 
to 'be'). Each canonical token represents an axis in Euclidean space. Documents are 
vectors in this space. In the crude form, if a term t occurs n (d, t) times in document 
d, the t CO ordinate of d is simply n (d, t). One may choose to normalize the length of 
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the document to 1, typically in the L|, L2 or Loc norms: 
l ld | | , -I ,n(d,t ) , 
lld|l2-{(S.n(d,t))^}'^-^ 
And 
11 d 11 cc = max, n (d, t). 
Alternatively one may construct probabilistic models for documcni gcncraiion. 
The simplest statistical model is Binary model. In this model, a document is a set ol 
terms, which is a subset of the lexicon (the universe of possible terms). Word counl.s 
are not.significant. In the multinomial model, one imagines a die with as many faces 
as expected probability 9t, of showing up when tossed. To compose a documcni ilic 
author fixes a total word count (arbitrarily or by generating it from a distribution), 
and then tosses the_die as many times, each time writing down the term 
corresponding to the face that shows up. 
In spite of being extremely crude and not capturing any aspect of language or 
semantics, these models often perform well for their intended purpose. With minor 
variations all these models regard documents as multisets of terms, without paying 
attention to ordering between terms. Therefore they are collectively called bag of 
words models. 
5.2.2 Models for hypertext 
Hypertext has hyperlinks in addition to text. These are modeled with varying levels 
of detail, depending on the application. In the simplest model hypertext can be 
regarded as a directed graph (D, L) where D is the set of nodes, documents, or 
pages, and L is the set of links. Crude models may not need to include the text 
models at the nodes. More refined models will characterize some sort of joint 
distribution between the term distributions of a node with those in a certain 
neighborhood. 
5.2.3 Models for semi structured data 
Apart from hyperlinks, other structures exist on the Web, both across and within 
documents. One prominent Kind of inter-document structure are topic directories 
like open directory Project and Yahoo!. Such services have constructed, through 
hiunan effort a giant taxonomy of topic directories. Each directory has a collection 
of hyperlinks to relevant (and other popular or authoritative) sites related to the 
specific topic. 
One may model tree-structured hierarchies with an is-a (specific topic, general 
topic) relation and an example (topic, URL) relation to assign URLs to topics. 
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5.3 Supervised learning 
In supervised learning, also called classification, the learner first receives training 
data in which each item is marked with a label or class from a discrete finite set. The 
algorithm is trained using this data, after which it is given unlabelled data and has to 
guess the label. 
Classification has numerous applications in the hypertext and semi structured data 
domains. Surfers use topic directories because they help structure and restrict 
kc>'uord searches making it easy for example a campus search engine that can 
categorize faculty, student and project pages can answer queries that select on these 
attributes in addition to keywords (for instance find faculty interested in cycling). 
SJ.l Probabilistic models for text learning 
Suppose there are m classes or topics Ci, C2.... Cm, with some training documents 
Dc associated with each class c. The prior probability of a class is usually estimated 
as the fraction of documents in it, i.e. 
iDd/ldDd 
Let T be the universe of terms, or the vocabulary, in all the training documents. 
5.3.1.1 Naive Bayes classiflcation 
The bag-of-words models readily enable naive Bayes classification ('naive' indicates 
the assumption of independence between terns). 
One may assume that for each class c, there is a binary text generator model. 1 he 
model parameters are ^c,t which indicates the probability that a document in cias.s c 
will mention term t at least once. With this definition, 
P r (d I C)=nt6d <t)c.t OteT.ted (l-(|)c,t) 
by this model. Also, the second product makes strong independence assuniption.s 
and is likely to greatly distort the estimate of Pr (d/c), 
In the multinomial model, each class has an associated die with T faces. The (j) 
parameters are replaced with (fic, t the probability of the face t e T turning up on 
tossing the die .The conditional probability of document d being generated from a 
class c is 
Pr (d I c)= 
r l l d l l , ^ 
{n(d,t)} Ht.de n(d,t) c,t 
Where the first term in the above equation is a multinomial coefficient. 
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Note that short documents are encouraged, in particular; the empty document is 
most likely. Not oiJy is inter-term correlation ignored, but each occurrence of term t 
results in a multiplicative 6e,t 'surprise' factor. The multinomial model is usually 
preferred to the binary model because the additional term count information usually 
leads to higher accuracy. 
Both models are surprisingly effective given their crudeness; although their 
estimate of Pr (d/c) must be terrible, their real task is to pick arg max Pr(c/d), and 
the poor estimate of Pr (d/c) appears to matter less than one would expect. 
5 J. 1.2 Limited dependence modeling 
The most general model of term dependence that can be used in this context is a 
Bayesian network of the following form: there is a single node that encodes the 
class of ihe document; edges from this node go to 'feature' terms chosen from T, 
these term nodes are arbitrarily connected with each other (but there are no directed 
cycles); and there are no other edges in the Bayesian network. Deriving the edges 
between T from training data is made difficult by the enormous dimensionality of 
the problem space. It is usually large, in the range of tens of thousands of terms. 
One approach to cut down the complexity (to slightly worse than I T^) is to insist 
that each node in T has at most d ancestors, and pick them greedily based on pre 
estimated pair wise correlation between terms .As in simple greedy approaches, it is 
possible to discard a large fraction (say over 2/3) of T and yet maintain 
classification accuracy; in some cases, discarding noisy features improved accuracy 
by 5%. However, further experimental analyses on larger text data sets are needed 
to assess the impact of modeling term dependence on classification. 
5.3.2 Other advanced models 
Two other techniques have emerged in recent research that captures term 
dependence. The maximum entropy technique regards individual term occurrence 
rates as marginal probabilities that constrain the cell probabilities of a gigantic 
contingency table potentially involving any subset of terms. Operationally there ;ire 
similarities with Bayesian networks in the sense that one has to choose which 
regions of this rather large contingency table to estimate for subsequent use in 
classificadon. In experiments, improvements in accuracy over naive Bayes have 
been varied and dependent on specific data sets. 
Distribution-based classifiers that characterize class-conditional term distributions 
to estimate likely generators for test documents have been discussed so far. Another 
approach is to use separator-based classifiers that learn separating surfaces between 
the classes. Decision trees and perceptrons are examples of separator-based 
classifiers. Support vector machines (SVMs) have yielded some of the best accuracy 
to date. SVMs seek to find a separator surface between classes such that a band of 
maximum possible separator is empty, i.e., has no training points. This leads to 
better generalization. 
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5.3.2 Learning relations 
Classifying documents into topics can be extended into learning relations between 
pages. For example, in trying to classify pages at a college into faculty, student, 
project, and course pages, one may wish to learn relations like 
Teachers (faculty, course). 
Advices (faculty, student), 
Enrolled (student, course), 
In turn, learning such relations may improve the accuracy of node classification. 
Learning relations between hypertext pages involve a combination of statistical and 
relational learning. The former component can analyze textual features while the 
latter can exploit hyperlinks. The idea is to augment FOIL-based learner with the 
ability to invent predicates, using a naive Bayes text classifier. Due to its relational 
component, it can represent hyperlink graph structure and the word statistics of the 
nei^boring documents. At the same time, using a statistical method for text implies 
that the learned rules will not be dependent on the presence or absence of specific 
keywords as would be the case with a purely relational method. 
5.4 Unsupervised learning; 
In unsupervised learning of hypertext, the learner is given a set of hypertext 
documents, and is expected to discover a hierarchy among the documents based on 
some notion of similarity, and organize the documents along that hierarchy. A good 
clustering will collect similar documents together near the leaf levels of the 
hierarchy and defer merging dissimilar subsets until near the root of the hierarchy. 
Clustering is used to enhance search, browsing, and visualization 
5.4.1 Basic clustering techniques 
Clustering is a fundamental operation in structured data domains, and has been 
intensely studied. Some of the existing techniques, such as k means and hierarchical 
agglomerative clustering can be applied to documents. Typically, documents are 
represented in un weighted or TFIDF vector space, and the similarity between two 
documents is the cosine of the angle between their corresponding vectors, or the 
distance between the vectors, provided their lengths are normalized. 
5.4.1.1 k-means clustering 
The number k of clusters desired is input to the k-means algorithm, which then 
picks k 'seed documents' whose coordinates in vector space are initially set 
arbitrarily. Iteratively, each input document is 'assigned to' the most similar seed. 
The coordinate of the seed in the vector space is recomputed This process is 
repeated until the seed coordinates stabilize. 
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The extreme high dimensionality of text creates two problems for the top-down k-
means approach. Even if each of 30000 dimensions has only two possible values, 
the number of input documents will always be too small to populate each of the 
2^30000 possible cells in the vector space. Hence most dimensions are unreliable 
for similarity computations. But since this is not a supervised problem, it is hard [o 
detect them a priori. There exist bottom-up techniques to determine orthogonal 
subspaces of the original space (obtained by projecting out other dimensions) such 
that the clustering in those subspaces can be characterized as 'strong'. Howe\ cr these 
techniques caruiot deal with the tens of thousands of dimensions. 
5. 4.1.2 Agglomerative clustering 
In agglomerative or bottom-up clustering, documents are continually merged into 
super-documents or groups until only one group is left; the merge sequence 
generates a hierarchy based on similarity. In one variant, the self-similarity of a 
group G is defined as 
S(G)=[ I G I { I d -1} ]-'ldl.d26G ;dUd2 S(d, d2 ) 
Where s (di, da) is the similarity between documents dl and d2, often defined as the 
cosine of the angle between the vectors corresponding to these documents in TFIDF 
vector space. (Many other measures of similarity have been used.) The algorithm 
initially places each document into a group by itself. While there is more than one 
group the algorithm looks for a G and a V such as s (G U V) is maximized, and 
merges these two groups. This algorithm takes time that is worse than quadratic in 
the number of initial documents. To scale it up to large collections, a variety of 
sampling techniques exist. 
5.4.2 Techniques from linear algebra 
The vector space model and related representations suggest that linear 
transformations to documents and terms, regarded as vectors in Euclidean space, 
may expose interesting structure. Some applications of linear algebra to text analysis 
are as below: 
5.4.2.1 Latent semantic indexing 
The similarity between two documents in the vector space model is a syntactic 
definition involving those two documents alone. (In TFIDF term frequency inverse 
document fi-equency weighted vector space other documents do exert some 
influence through IDF inverse document frequency.) However, indirect evidence 
often lets us build semantic connections between documents that may not even share 
terms. For example, 'car' and 'auto' co-occturing in a document may lead us to 
believe they are related. This may help us relate a document mentioning 'car' and 
'gearbox' with another document mentioning 'auto' and 'transmission,' which may in 
turn lead us to believe 'gearbox' and 'transmission' are related. 
5.4.2.2 Random projections 
in cither k-mcans or agglomerative clustering, a significant fraction of the running 
time is spent in computing similarities between documents and document groups. 
Although individual documents can be expected to have bounded length, cluster 
centroids and document groups become dense as they collect contributions from 
more and more documents during the execution of these algorithms. 
There is a theorem which establishes that a projection of a set of points to a 
randomly oriented subspace induces small distortions in most inter-point distances 
with high probability. This theorem can be used to develop a technique for reducing 
the dimensionality of the points so as to speed up the distance computation inherent 
in clustering programs. It has been proven that the quality of the resulting clustering 
is not significantly worse than a clustering derived from the points in the original 
space. In practice, simpler methods such as truncating the document or cluster 
centroid vectors to retain only the most frequent terms (i.e., the largest orthogonal 
components) perform almost as well as projection. 
Supervised learning is a goal-directed activity that can be precisely evaluated, 
whereas unsupervised learning is open to interpretation. On the other hand, 
supervised learning needs training data that must be obtained through human effort. 
In real life, most often one has a relatively small collection of labeled training 
documents, but a larger pool of unlabeled documents. 
5.5 Learning from labeled and unlabeled documents: 
Clearly, term sharing and similarity between labeled and unlabeled docunicni.s is a 
source of information that may lead to increased classification accuracy. Tliis ha.s 
indeed been verified using a simple algorithm patterned after E.xpcctation 
Maximization (EM). The algorithm first trains a naive Bayes classifier using only 
labeled data. Thereafter each EM iteration consists of the E-step and M-stcp. In ilic 
E-step one estimates 0c, t using equation below 
ec.t={ 1+Zd n(d,t) Pr(cld)} / {I TI +ZG n(d ,G)* Zd Pr(cld) } 
The modification is that documents do not belong deterministically to a single class, 
but may belong probabilistically to many classes. (This distribution will be 
degenerate for the initial labeled documents.) In the M-step, the Bc.t estimates are 
used to assign class probabilities Pr( c/d) to all documents not labeled as part of the 
input. These EM iterations continue until (near-) convergence. Results are mostly 
favorable compared to naive Bayes alone: error is reduced by a third in the best 
cases, but care needs to be taken in modeling classes as mixtures of term 
distributions. 
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5.6 Connectivity -Based Web Search: 
The web is an example of social network. Social network theory is concerned with 
properties related to connectivity &distances in graph. The Web is modeled as 
directed graph, with the web pages being the nodes and the hyperlinks belwccii 
them being the edges of model graph. The similarity measure between the two web 
documents based on the links between them includes the measure of 
a) Shortest path between the two documents 
b) The number of ancestor document that refer to both documents in question 
c) The number of descendent documents that both refer to. 
One of the earliest efforts for harnessing the hyperlink structure of the web is 
reported by Klein berg. Therein, we come across, what is called as the Hyperlink-
Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm. Begirming with a set of seed pages 
obtained from a term-based search engine (such as AltaVista) pertaining to the 
topic, a base sub-graph is obtained by including in the set all those pages that are 
pointed to by the seed pages, as also all those which point to the seed pages. This 
sub-graph is then subjected to a weight propagation algorithm, so as to determine 
the numerical estimates of hub and authority weights by an iterative procedure. 
HITS, and then returns as hubs and authorities for the search topic those pages with 
the highest weights. 
Clever realizes the concepts of Authorities (pages which provide the best source of 
information on a given topic) and Hubs (pages which provide collection of links to 
authorities). We associate a nonnegative authority weight Xp and a non-negative hub 
weight Yq with each page. We update the value of Xp, for a page p, to be the sum of 
Yq over all pages q that link to p: 
Xp=Eq such that q-+p i q 
Where the notation q ->p indicates that q links to p. In a strictly dual fashion, if a 
page points to many good authorities, we increase its hub weight via 
'^  P~2jp such that p->q Xq 
Let us number the pages {l,2...n} and define their adjacency matrix A. Let us also 
write the set of all x values as a vector x=(Xi, X2, ..., Xn), and similarly define 
Y=(Y,.Y2 Y„) 
Ilicn the update rule for x can be written as 
X<-AV 
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and the update rule for Y can be written as 
Y<-AX 
Unwinding these one-step further, we have: 
X<-A'^ y <r-A^A X<-(A'^A) X And 
y<-Ax <^A A^ y <-(A A^ )y . 
Linear Algebra tells us that, when normalized, this sequence of iterates converges to 
the principal eigenvector of A^A for x and A A^ for vector y. 
Google adopts the concept of Page Rank. The quality measure of a page is its in 
degree. Suppose there are T total pages on the web. We choose a parameter d such 
that 0 < d < 1, a typical value of d might lie in the range 0.1 < d < 0.15. Let pages 
Pi. Pi, Pm link to page Pj and let C(Pi) be the number of links out of Pj Then the 
Page Rank R(P) of the page Pj is defined to satisfy Eq below 
R (Pj) = d/T_ + (1- d)Si<i<^ R(Pi)/ C(Pi) 
Note that the Page Ranks form a probability distribution over web pages, so that the 
sum of all web pages' Page Rank will be one. Page Rank can be calculated using a 
simple iterative algorithm that corresponds to the principal eigenvector of the 
normalized link matrix of the web. Page Rank can be thought of as a model of user 
behavior. We assume there is a "random surfer" who is given a web page at random 
and keeps clicking on links, never hitting "back" but eventually gets bored and starts 
on another random page. The probability that the "random surfer" visits a page is its 
Page Rank. The d damping factor is the probability at each page that the "random 
surfer" will get bored and request another page. A page can have a high Page Rank 
if there are many pages that point to it, or alternatively, if there are some pages wiili 
high Page Ranks that point to it. 
A note is in order here. Apparently it seems that Clever is more versatile iliaii 
Google, but still Google is found to give reasonably good results. The prime reason 
behind this is that a good hub would become a good authority in due course of time. 
The analogy may be taken from the referencing of research papers. An original 
research paper is a good authority and is often cited by other papers, while a good 
survey paper is a good hub as it contains pointers to some good original research 
works. But we see that in due course of time, a survey paper also gets cited very 
frequently and so qualifies to become as good an authority as any other research 
paper. This is the reason why Google gets away with just the notion of Page Rank, 
without separating the concepts of authorities and hubs. 
Some improvements in calculating the hub and authority weights have been 
suggested recently. Instead of summing up the authority weights to get the hub 
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weight of a page that links to all those authorities, it is reasoned out to do the 
averaging. This way, a hub would be better only if it links to good authorities, rather 
than linking to both good and bad authorities. Moreover, a hub-threshold as well as 
an authority threshold is also suggested. While computing the authority weight, only 
those hubs should be counted whose hub weight lies above the current average hub 
weight. This means that a site should not be considered a good authority simply 
because a lot of poor hubs point to it. Similarly, while computing the hub weight, 
only some top K authorities should be coimted. This amovmt to saying that to be 
considered a good hub, the site must point to some of the best authorities. 
5.6.1 A Stochastic Approach for Link-Structure Analysis (SALSA) 
li is also an ileraiive algorithm, which starts with a similarity-constructed base set C 
(as suggested by Kleinberg) The approach is based upon the theory of Markov 
chains, and relies on the stochastic properties of random walks performed on the 
base set C. It differs from the earlier works in the manner in which the association 
matrices are deflned. It performs a random walk by alternately going uniformly to 
one of the pages (a) which links to the current page and (b) linked to by the current 
page. The authority weights are defined to be the stationary distribution of the two-
step chain doing first step (a) and then (b), while hub weights differ in doing step (b) 
first and then (a). If B (i)={k:k-^i} denotes the set of all nodes that could be reached 
fi-om i by following a back link, and F(i)={k:l^k} denotes the set of all nodes that 
could be reached fi-om i by following a forward link, then the transition probabilities 
of the Markov chains for the authorities may be given as: 
Pa( iJ)=Ik .ceB(iy .Ba){lB(i ) l I F(K) I j ' ' 
For this Markov chain, the stationary distribution a = {ai,a2,...,a,i} gives the required 
authority weights for a total of N pages on the web. Similarly, the transilion 
probabilities of the Markov chains for the hubs may be given as: 
Ph ( i , j J = Ilc.keF(i)nFG) {I F(i) I I B(K) I } 
For this Markov chain, the stationary distribution h={hi, h2,...,hN} gives the 
required authority weights for a total of N pages on the web. 
Zhang and Dong have presented a Markov Model based rank estimation technique. 
The advantage with this approach is that it is no more an iterative one, rather it jusi 
requires solving a set of simultaneous equations. Suppose for a query q, the set of 
related web resources returned by the search engine are R={ri, ra..., r,,}, then this R 
may be taken as the state space for the Markov Model. If at time t, the virtual user is 
browsing a web resource r,, then at (t+ 1), he may do one of the following: 
1) Continue browsing the resource rr, this is said to be the relevance parameter 
(a). 
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2) Click a hyperlink in ri to jump to a new web resource; this is authority 
parameter (P). 3) Press the "Back" button of the browser; this is integrativity 
parameter (y). 
3) Select another web resource from R; this is denoted as the novelty parameter 
(e). 
These parameters are chosen such that a+P+Y+e=l. These parameters would 
vary for different users. But they have been initially set asa = 0.6, P = 0.2,Y = 
0.19 and e = 0.01. For the directed linkage structure graph G = (V, E), the 
tendency matrix for the set of related web resources R is: 
U = (Uij), where ^ asim (rj, q), if i=j; that is for all diagonal elements 
Uij = p, if (Yi, Yj )eE ; when there is a hyperlink from yj to YJ 
y, If (Yj, Yi)eE; when there is a hyperlink from yj to yi 
e, Otherwise 
Here, sim (ri, q), the relevance function lying between 0 and 1, depicts the 
similarity between the query q and the web resource ri This relevance may be 
calculated based on the conventional Information Retrieval techniques, such as 
Term Frequency (TF), Inverse Docimient Frequency (IDF), word weight, meta-data, 
etc. 
Note: 
The frequency of a word in a given document is is taken as a good measure of 
importance of the word in the given docimient .An improved version of term 
frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) gauges the uniquness of keyword 
document in the document and hence the relevance.A keyword is decided upon by 
looking at the fact that this word should be frequent in the current document but 
not so frequent in the rest of the document of the given collection .The TF-IDF 
N aluc for a given keyword is given as 
I'lf-it* = {f»/ f» max 
} l0g(p/pw) 
Where. f« is the frequency of the keyword w in the document, fw „la^  is the 
maximum frequency of any word in the document, (pis the total number of 
documents in the collection and pw is the number of documents in which this 
kcNAvord occurs. 
Now the transition probability matrix for R may be found as: 
P=(pij), where py = (ujj) / (S u,j) 
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It is claimed that the ultimate (stable) distribution vector n = (TTI, 712, TI,,) i.s 
the unique solution of the equation 
7tP = T:, that satisfies TIJ > 0 and T.n\ =\ 
This way, given a set of related web resource R, we can construct the transition 
probability matrix P using the above equations. Then the ultimate (stable) 
distribution vector (n) may be found by solving the thus obtained set of equations. 
This vector 71 is just the rank we wanted to estimate for all the pages in R. 
5.7 Conclusions: 
A brief review of the classical content-based information retrieval techniques, and 
the problems arising out of it when applied to the World Wide Web is discussed 
above .Generally, the hyperlink structure of the web is harnessed for overcoming 
these problems. The notion of Page Rank appears to be central to the solution of the 
web search problem. The Page Rank of a web page gives the relative importance ol" 
that page in comparison to the other pages found on the web. The very name Page 
Rank suggests that it could directly be used for ranking the results to a search query. 
However the fact remains that the schemes for calculating Page rank of a page arc 
biased towards the authority of page. There is need to improve the calculations of 
Page rank by not only trying to remove this bias but also by easing the 
computational complexity. It seems working on stochastic approach for Link 




The dissertation has reviewed recent research on the application of techniques from 
statistical pattern recognition and Data mining to analyze hypertext that is World 
Wide Web. Starting from simple bulk models for documents and hyperlinks, 
researchers have progressed towards document substructure and the interplay 
between link and content. Commercial search products are also adopting the results 
of recent investigations. 
Here a framework for web mining, an application of Data mining and statistical 
pattern recognition has been presented.. There are several areas in which research 
efforts in web mining are continuing. Many of these research directions are also 
relevant to broader areas of Data mining and Statistical pattern recognition. 
The tendency of the statistical community to propagate uncertainty in their models 
through sampling distributions, their familiarity with the need to regularize models 
(trade off accuracy and complexity), and their dogged perseverance in checking 
model assumptions and stability (through residual and graphical analyses) are 
strengths. Still, alternative heuristic modeling techniques have gained in popularity 
partly as a way to "avoid statistics" yet still address challenging induction tasks 
Statisticians should learn from this the need to do a better job of communicating the 
value of such considerations, as well as clarifying and streamlining ways of 
injecting extra-data information in the modeling process. A great deal of work goes 
into identifying, gathering, cleaning, and labeling the data, into specifying the 
question(s) to be asked of it, and into finding the right way to view it (literally and 
figuratively) to discover usefiil patterns. Despite the central importance of actually 
modeling the data that stage can take up only a small proportion of the project 
effort. It is hard to conceive that the entire process will ever be automated. Increased 
automation has not absolved researchers of the need to think in statistical terms, 
including matching model assumptions to the problem, seeking interpretability, 
quantifying variance, regulating complexity to improve generalization, and keeping 
a lookout for the unexpected. However, modem statistical modeling, tools do make 
it possible for an analyst to think about the problem at a higher level (by handling 
some routine or massive tasks), to try numerous approaches, to estimate the 
uncertainty of conclusions arising out of even complex processes, and to iterate 
through several stages of a solution design before settling on a representation 
scheme (or even a blend of them). When one is comparing Data mining techniques, 
or attempting to extract the most out of a database, it makes sense to try some of 
these accessible modem statistical algorithms in data mining. 
Data Mining is rapidly growing field fueled by enormous data collection rates, and 
need for intelligent analysis for business and scientific gains. Large and high 
dimensional data requires analysis techniques and algorithms. Many Research and 
commercial opportunities exist. 
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In web usage mining , data and transaction models for various web-mining tasks are 
discussed.. There are several areas in which research efforts in web mining are 
continuing. Many of these research directions are also relevant to the broader areas 
of data mining and statistics. One problem of interest is to perform cluster analysis 
on the association rules and sequential patterns discovered using the methods 
discussed earlier. After the rules are discovered, users select interesting rules and 
provide them to the clustering process. The clustering algorithm treats each rule as a 
basis for an attribute. Each user transaction that is defined in terms of sequential 
patterns is examined to see if it contains the rules. The clusters determined during 
this process can then be used as basis for discovery of classification rules using 
algorithms on decision trees. 
One important area of future work involves the analysis of discovered rules to 
provide meaningful course of action to user's .It is possible to extend the 
architecture of certain knowledge discovery system to use the discovered rules for 
providing suggestions to user. 
The knowledge based system can analyze the discovered association or sequential 
patterns and using its rule base of suggestions, it can provide diagnosis lor 
restructuring web site. Ideas similar to this can be applied to a variety of Data 
mining applications in other domains. 
Also we have briefly reviewed the classical content based information retrieval 
techniques, and the problems arising out of it when applied to the World Wide Web. 
We have seen how the hyperlink structure of the web is harnessed for overcoming 
these problems. The notion of Page Rank appears to be central to the solution of the 
web search problem. The PageRank of a web page gives the relative importance of 
that page in comparison to the other pages found on the web. The very name 
PageRank suggests that it could directly be used for ranking the results to a search 
query. However the fact remais that the schemes for calculating Page rank of a 
page are biased towards the authority of page .There is need to improve the 
calculations of Page rank by not only trying to remove this bias but also by easing 
the computational complexity.lt seems working on Stochastic approach for Link 
structure Analysis (SALSA) might give many answers 
INTEGERATING CONTENT BASED AND CONNECTIVITY BASED 
TECHNIQUES: 
Content and connectivity based techniques can be merged for better effects. Since 
web log provides information about what kind of user will access what kind of Web 
pages, Web log information can be integrated with Web content & web linkage 
Structure. Mining to help web page ranking. Web document classification and 
construction of muhilayered web information base as well. 
It seems that the confluence will be valuable. Commercial search products and 
services are slowly adopting the results of recent investigations. The few e 
commerce companies that have survived the dotcom crash and are doing well such 
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as Amazon ,e Bay and Google ,all have active data and web mining programs and 
are hiring data mining experts. Web Mining seems to be an important application 
for data mining in coming years. Web Mining will reach new levels with semantic 
web applications. Web is already a vast repository of useful knowledge . 
It seems inevitable that statistics and robust algorithms for computational linguistics 
will play an increasing important role in hypertext content management and 
mining in future .We will also see increased system and tool building as the 




An Introduction to Cytel's Xlminer for Data Mining 
This appendix provides an informal and concise introduction to Cytel's X1,MIN1'1\ 
for Data Mining. The XLMINER for Data Mining is a major step towards the 
standardization of DM language primitives and aims to become industry standard. 
XLMINER is a comprehensive Data Mining Add in for EXCEL developed by 
CYTEL Corporation (World leaders in softwares for exact statistical methods) the 
makers of STATXACT, LOGXACT&EGRET. It is a result of years of rescarcii in 
Data Mining and Knowledge discovery in Datasets. It is a tool belt to help get one 
quickly started on DM, offering a variety of methods to analyze data .It has extensive 
coverage of statistical, machine learning and neural network techniques for 
classification, prediction, affinity analysis, data exploration and reduction. 
XLMINER offers the most comprehensive and affordable set of Data mininji tools 
available anywhere. Version 2.0 the full standard edition can handle up to 60.000 
cases, and lets one sample from and score to databases containing millions of records. 
It combines CYTEL's advanced, reliable algorithms with Excel's familiar 
interface and workspace. The student edition is very much in use at MIT. INDIANA 




1GB hard drive with minimum of 15MB free disk space. 
32MB RAM 
Software Requirement: 
Operating system: Microsoft windows N8/NT4.0/2000XP 
Microsoft Excel2000/XP 

























































































































Legend: Y - Supported; N - Not- Supported; Dichotomous - Binary value 
(0,1) 
Note: 
• Ordinal means numerical and categorical. For example (0, 1, 2) is ordinal but 
(a, b, c) is not. 
• Dichotomous strictly means (0, 1). 
• A typical data set will consist of rows and columns. The column represent 
variables and rows represent cases also called records, individual objects 
observations or patterns. 
• All non-numeric values if used as input variables will not be allowed by 
XLMINER. 






Discriminant analysis, logistic regression, classification tree, 
naive Bayes, neural networks (multilayer feedforward) and k-
nearest neighbors 
Multiple linear regression, regression tree, neural networks 
(multilayer feedforward) and k-nearest neighbors 
Association rules 




Most data mining projects use large volumes of data. Before building a model, 
typically you partition the data using a partition utility. Partitioning yields mutually 
exclusive datasets: a training dataset, a validation dataset, and a test dataset. 
Training Set 
The training dataset is used to train or build a model. For example, in a linear 
regression, the training dataset is used to fit the linear regression model, i.e. to 
compute the regression coefficients. In a neural network model, the training dataset is 
used to obtain the network weights. 
Validation Set 
Once a model is built on training data, you need to find out the accuracy of the model 
on unseen data. For this, the model should be used on a dataset that was not used in 
the training process ~ a dataset where you know the actual value of the target 
variable. The discrepancy between the actual value and the predicted value of the 
target variable is the error in prediction. Some form of average error (MSE of average 
% error) measures the overall accuracy of the model. 
If you were to use the training data itself to compute the accuracy of the model fit, 
you would get an overly optimistic estimate of the accuracy of the model. This is 
because the training or model fitting process ensures that the accuracy of the model 
for the training data is as high as possible - the model is specifically suited to the 
training data. To get a more realistic estimate of how the model would perform with 
unseen data, you need to set aside a part of the original data and not use it in the 
training process. This dataset is knovm as the validation dataset. After fitting the 
model on the training dataset, you should test its performance on the validation 
dataset. 
Test Set 
The \alidation dataset is often used to fine-tune models. For example, you might try 
out neural network models with various architectures and test the accuracy of each on 
the validation daiasct to choose among the competing architectures. In such a case, 
N\hcn a niixlcl is finally chosen, its accuracy with the validation dataset is still an 
optimistic estimate of how it would perform with unseen data. This is because the 
fmal model has come out as the winner among the competing models based on the 
tact that its accuracy with the validation dataset is highest. Thus, you need to set aside 
yet another p<.)rtion of data which is used neither in training nor in validation. This set 
is known as the test dataset. The accuracy of the model on the test data gives a 
realistic estimate of the performance of the model on completely unseen data. 
XLMiner'^ '^ provides two ways of partitioning the data: random partitioning and user-
defined partitioning. 
1. Random partitioning: In simple random sampling, every observation in the 
main dataset has equal probability of being selected for the partition dataset. 
For example, if you specify 60% for the training dataset, then 60% of the total 
observations would be randomly selected and would comprise the training 
dataset. In other words, each observation has a 60% chance of being selected 
for the training partition. 
Random partifioning uses the system clock as a default to initialize thc 
random number seed. Alternatively, you can specify any non-negative seed 
for random number generation for the partitioning. If you check the "set seed" 
option, the default seed entry is 12345. 
Using the same seed allows to replicate the partitions exactly for dilTerent 
runs. 
Data Kanj^ c 
The data range to be partitioned into training, validation and test sets siiould 
bo specified in the Data Range box. Either type the address directly in this 
box, or using the reference button, mark the required data range i'rom the 
worksheet. If the cell pointer (active cell) is already somewhere in the data 
range, XLMiner''"'^  automatically picks up the contiguous data range 
surrounding the active cell. 
Variable Names in the First I^ ow 
When this box is checked, XLMiner''"'^  picks up the headers from first ro\s of 
the selected data range. When the box is unchecked, XLMincr"" roll(>\\,s the 
default naming convention, i.e., the variable in the first column of the sclcLicd 
range will 
User-defined partitioning: In user-defined partitioning. \vc specif) thc 
partition variable that is used to partition the dataset. This is useful when wc 
have already predetermined the observations that should bo used in training, 
validation, and/or test. This partition variable must take the value "t" for 
training, "v" for validation and "s" for test. Rows with any other values in the 
Partition Variable column are ignored. The partition variable serves as a Hag 
for writing each observation to appropriate partition(s). 
DATA UTILITIES: 
1. DATA SAMPLING 
2. MISSING DATA HANDLING 
Introduction to Data Sampling : 
A statistician often comes across huge volume of information from which he wants to 
draw inferences. Time and cost limitations make it impossible to go through every 
entry in these enormous datasets. This is when the statisticians resort to sampling 
techniques. They choose a sample of the dataset and use it for the statistical 
procedures. 
The entire dataset we want information about is called the population. A sample is a 
part of population that we actually examine to draw conclusions. A good sample 
should be a true representation of data. As far as possible the cases chosen for sample 
should be like the cases that are not chosen. If the sample design is poor it can 
produce misleading conclusions. Various methods and techniques arc developed to 
ensure a true sample. 
Simple Random Sampling : This is probably the simplest method for obtaining a 
giHKl sample. A simple random sample of say, size n, is chosen from the population 
in such a \va> that cvcr>' random set of n items from the population has an equal 
c-hancc ot being chosen as sample. Thus simple random sampling not only avoids bias 
m ihc choice of individual item but also gives every possible sample an equal chance. 
Ihe Data Sampling utility of XLMiner''"'^  offers the user the freedom to choose 
sample size , sorting seed for randomization, sampling with or without replacement 
while doing simple random sampling. 
Stratified Random Sampling : In this technique the population is first divided into 
groups of similar items. These groups are called strata. Each stratum in turn is 
sampled using simple random sampling. These samples are then combined to form a 
stratified random sample. 
The Data Sampling utility of XLMiner''''^ ^ offers the user the freedom to choose 
sorting seed for randomization and sampling with or without replacement when doing 
stratified random sampling. The desired sample size can be prcH.xecl by the u.scr 
depending on which method is being chosen for stratified random sampling.. 
Thus, using this utility the user can get a good sample of the datasct as per his 
specifications. 
Using the Data Sampling Utility : 
Data sampling utility works as below : 
Select XLMiner --> Data Utilities --> Sampling. The following dialog appears on 
screen. 
Missing Data Handling 
Introduction 
This utility allows the user to process the data before any mining method is applied 
on it. It allows the user to detect the missing values in the data and handle them the 
way the user wants. 
XLMinerTM considers a cell to be missing data if the it is empty or contains an invalid 
formula. XtMiner^w can be prompted to treat a cell to be missing data if it contains a 
certain value specified by the user. 
The user can specify how XLMiner''"'^  should correct these missing values. A 
treatment can be assigned for every variable. The records with missing data can be 
either deleted fully or the missing values can be replaced. XLMiner'^ " provides 
options on how to replace the missing data, eg. by mean or median or mode or a value 
specified by the user. The available options depend on the type of variable. 
Data set Description; 
Introduction 
This utility allows the user to process the data before any mining method is 
applied on it. It allows the user to detect the missing values in the data and 
handle them the way the user wants. 
XLMiner"*"** considers a cell to be missing data if the it is empty or contains an 
invalid formula. XLMiner™ can be prompted to treat a cell to be missing data if 
it contains a certain value specified by the user. 
1. The user can specify how XLMiner''''^  should correct these missing values. A 
treatment can be assigned for every variable. The records with missing data can 
be either deleted fully or the missing values can be replaced. XLMinerT^ '^  
provides options on how to replace the missing data, eg. by mean or median or 
mode or a value specified by the user. The available options depend on the type of 
variable. 
KXAMPLE ; 
Given below is an example showing how XLMiner add in performs one of the 
task of Data Mining viz; classification .XLMINER has got many classification 
tools like discriminant analysis logistic regression ,classification tree ,naive 
Baycsian classification ,neural network ,k nearest neighbours etc.Here 
classification classification tree technique to the data SQt is applied .The details 
of the procedure ,the data set with its description and the entire output log of 
Xlminer for the Boston Housing Society Data are described below. 
Classification tree introduction: 
Classification Tree 
Introduction 
Classification tree (also known as decision tree) methods are a good choice when the 
data mining task is classification or prediction of outcomes and the goal is to generate 
rules that can be easily understood, explained, and translated into SQL or a natural 
query language. 
Classification tree labels records and assigns them to discrete classes. Classification 
tree can also provide the measure of confidence that the classification is correct. 
Overview 
Classification tree is built through a process known as binary recursive partitioning. 
This is an iterative process of splitting the data into partitions, and then splitting it up 
further on each of the branches. 
Initially, you start with a training set in which the classification label (say, 
"purchaser" or "non-purchaser") is known (pre-classified) for each record. All of the 
records in the training set are together in one big box. The algorithm then 
systematically tries breaking up the records into two parts, examining one variable at 
a time and splitting the records on the basis of a dividing line in that variable (say, 
income > S75.000 or income <= $75,000). The object is to attain as homogeneous set 
of bhcl.s (sj\. "purchaser" or "non-purchaser") as possible in each partition. This 
splitting i>r partitioning is then applied to each of the new partifions. The process 
continues until no more useful splits can be found. The heart of the algorithm is the 
rule that determines the initial split rule (see figure below). 
* • Root Node (Initial Split) 
mcome > $75,000 
> 4 family members 
< - 12 years of education / \ > 12 years of edij 
Purchaser Non-Purchaser Purrhasfr rion-Pijirl-i.v.,., 
Finding the initial split 
The process starts with a training set consisting of pre-classified lecoicls. Pre-
classified means that the target field, or dependent variable, has a known class oy 
label ("purchaser" or "non-purchaser," for example). The goal is to build a uvc ihai 
distinguishes among the classes. For simplicity, assume that there arc onl\ iwo largci 
clxsscs and that each split is binary partitioning. The splitting criterion easily 
generalizes to multiple classes, and any multi-way partitioning can be achieved 
through repeated binary splits. To choose the best splitter at a node, the algorithm 
considers each input field in turn. In essence, each field is sorted. Then, every 
possible split is tried and considered, and the best split is the one which produces the 
largest decrease in diversity of the classification label within each partition (this is 
just another way of saying "the increase in homogeneity"). This is repeated for all 
fields, and the winner is chosen as the best splitter for that node. The process is 
continued at the next node and, in this manner, a full tree is generated. 
Pruning the tree 
Pruning is the process of removing leaves and branches to improve the performance 
of the decision tree when it moves from the training data (where the classification is 
known) to real-world applications (where the classification is unknown - it is what 
you are trying to predict). The tree-building algorithm makes the best split at the root 
node where there are the largest number of records and, hence, a lot of information. 
Each subsequent split has a smaller and less representative population with which to 
work. Towards the end, idiosyncrasies of training records at a particular node display 
patterns that are peculiar only to those records. These patterns can become 
meaningless and sometimes harmful for prediction if you try to extend rules based on 
them to larger populations. 
For example, say the classification tree is trying to predict height and it comes to a 
node containing one tall person named X and several other shorter people. It can 
decrease diversity at that node by a new rule saying "people named X are tall" and 
thus classify the training data. In a wider universe this rule can become less than 
useless. (Note that, in pracfice, we do not include irrelevant fields like "name", this i.s 
just an illustration.) 
Pruning methods solve this problem -- they let the tree grow to maximum size, then 
remove smaller branches that fail to generalize 
CONCLUSION: 
As in the above example we have classified the data having 506 cases we can also 
mine data for finding several association rules ,predicting classes and reducing data 
size .Even if the number of cases are larger than the version's support one can always 
use data sampling utility to cut short the case size and then can carry on with the 
usual methodology. 
Thus Cytel's XLMINER is a useful Add on providing comprehensive and affordable 
set of Data Mining tools. 
Data Description 
This dalaset contains information collected by the US Census Service 
concerning housing in the area of Boston Massachusetts. It was obtained 
from the StatLib archive (http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/boston). The dalaset 
ha.s 506 cases. 
l"he data was originally published by Harrison, D. and Rubinfeld, D.L. 
I Icdonic prices and the demand for clean air', J. Environ. Economics & 
Management, vol.5, 81-102, 1978. 
There are 14 attributes in each case of the dataset. They are: 
CRIM per capita crime rate by town 
ZN proportion of residential land zoned for lots over 25,000 sq.ft. 
INDUS proportion of non-retail business acres per town. 
CHAS Charles River dummy variable (1 if tract bounds river; 0 otherwise) 
NOX nitric oxides concentration (parts per 10 million) 
RM average number of rooms per dwelling 
AGE proportion of owner-occupied units built prior to 1940 
DIS weighted distances to five Boston employment centres 
RAD index of accessibility to radial highways 
TAX full-value property-tax rate per $ 10,000 
PTRATIO pupil-teacher ratio by town 
B 1000(Bk - 0.63)^2 where Bk is the proportion of blacks by lovvn 
LSTAT % lower status of the population 
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Basic Algorithm for inducing a decision tree from training samples 
Input: The training samples, samples, represented by discrete valued attributes ; the set 
of candidate attributes, attribute list. 
Output: A decision tree 
METHOD: 
(1) create a node N ; 
(2) if samples are all of the same class , C then 
(3) return N as the leaf node labeled with class C; 
(4) if attribute list is empty then 
(5) return N as the leaf node labeled with the most common class in samples 
; //majority voting 
(6) select test attribute ,the attribute among attribute list with the highest 
information gain; 
(7) label node N with test attribute; 
(8) for each known value a; of test attributes// partition the samples 
(9) grow a branch from node N for the condition test -attribute = a,; 
(10) lets, be the set of samples in samples in samples for which test attribute a, 
;// a partition 
(11) if Sj is empty then 
(12) attach a leaf labeled with most common class in samples; 
(13) else attach athe node returned by Generate decision tree(S| attributc-list-tcst-
attribute); 
The K medoids Algorithm 
Algorithm: k-Medoids . A typical K medoids algorithm for partitioning based on 
medoid or central objects. 
Input: The number of clusters k and a database containing n objects. 
Output: A set of k clusters that minimizes the sum of the dissimilarities of all the 
objects to nearest medoid. 
Method: 
(1) arbitrarily choose k objects as the initial medoids; 
(2) repeat 
(3) assign each remaining object to the cluster with nearest medoid; 
(4) randomly select a non medoid object, Orandom 
(5) compute the total cost ,S, of swapping Oj with Orandom ; 
(6) if S <0 then swap Oj with Orandom to form the new set of K medoids; 
(7) until no change; 
The Apriori algorithm for discovering frequent itemsets for mining 
Boolean Association Rules 
Algorithm Apriori. Find frequent itemsets using an iterative level wise approach 
based on candidate generation. 
INPUT:Database,D,of transactions ;Minimum Support threshold,min_sup. 
Output :L, Frequent itemsets in D 
Method: 
(1) LI =fmd_frequent_ 1 -itemsets(D); 
(2) For(K=2;U-i?t(D;K-H-){ 
(3) Ck=apriori_gen(Lk.i,min_sup); 
(4) for each transaction t e D{// scan D for counts 
(5) Ct=subset (Ck,t);// get the subsets oft that are candidate 





(11) return L=UkLk; 
Procedure Apriori_gen(LK-i:frequent(k:-l)-itemsets;min_sup:minimum support 
threshold) 
(1) for each itemset l ieLn 
(2) for each itemset beLK-i 
(3) if (1,[1}= l2[ir(li[2] = hiir "(li[k-2] = l2[k-2]) -(l,[k-l]< l2[k-
l]then 
(4) c= 1|—l2y/join step:generate candidates 
(5) if has infrequent_subset(c,Lk.i) then 
(6) delete c;//prune step:remove unfruitful candidate 
(7) else add c to Ct; 
(8) } 
(9) return Ck 
procedure has_infrequent_subset (c; candidate k-itemset;Lk.i :frequent(k-1 )-
itemsets); 
// use prior knowledge 
(1) for each k-1 subset s of c 
(2) ifs^Lk-i then 
(3) return TRUE; 
(4) return FALSE: 
The Frequent Pattern Growtli(FP) Algorithm for discoveriiit> freciuent 
itemscts without candidate generation 
Algorithm : FP_growth.Mine frequent patterns using an FP tree by pattern fragnicnl 
growtli. 
Input: A transaction database ,D; minmum support threshold ,min_sup. 
Output: The complete set of frequent patterns. 
Method: 
1. The FP tree is constructed in the following steps. 
(a) Scan the transaction database D once .Collect the set of frequent items F and their 
supports.Sort F in support descending order as L,the list of frequent items. 
(b) Create the root of an FP tree ,and label it as null .For each transaction Trans in D do 
the following. 
Select and sort the frequent items in Trans according to the order of L.Let the frequent 
itemset list in Trans be [p[P],where p is the first element and P is the remaining list.Call 
insert_tree( [p[P,T),which is performed as foUows.If T has a child N such that N.Item -
name = p.item-name.then increment N's count by l;else create a new node N,and let 
count be 1 ,its parent link be linked to Tand it's node link to the nodes with the same 
item-name via the node link structure.If P is nonempty ,call insert_tree (P,N) recursively. 
2. Mining ofanFP -tree is performed by calling FP_growth (FP Jree ,null),which 
is implemented as follows 
Procedure FP_Growth(Tree, a ) 
(1) if tree contains in smgle path P then 
(2) For each combination (denoted as ft) of the nodes in the path P 
(3) generate pattern fi\\oc with support =minimum support of nodes in ft; 
(4) else for each ai in the header of the tree { 
(5) generate pattern >^=aiMa with support =ai.support; 
(6) construct P,s conditional pattern base and then /?,s conditional 
FP_Tree Tree/?; 
(7) if tree ?tO then 
(8) Call F_growth(Tree, p) 
The K- means Algorithm 
Algorithm : K means .The K means algorithm for portioning based on the mean value 
of the object in the cluster. 
Input: The number of clusters K and database containing n objects . 
Output: A set ofK clusters that minimizes the squared error criterion . 
Method: 
(1) arbitrarily choose K objects as the initial cluster centers; 
(2) repeat 
(3) reassign each object to the cluster to which the object is most similar,based on the 
mean value of object in the cluster; 
(4) update the cluster means ,i,e, calculate the mean valu of the object for each cluster; 
(5) until no change 
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